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FOREWORD

This report is one of a series produced by the National Center for Improving Science

Education. The Center's mission is to promote changes in state and local policies and

practices in the science curriculum, science teaching, and the assessment of student

learning in science. To do so, the Center synthesizes and translates the findings,

recommendations, and perspectives embodied in recent and forthcoming studies and

reports in order to develop practical resources for policymakers and practitioners.

Bridging the gap between research, practice, and policy, the Center's work is intended to

promote cooperation and collaboration among organizations, institutions, and individuals

committed to the improvement of science education.

The synthesis and recommendations on assessment in this report were formulated with

the help of the study panel whose members are listed in the front (page iii) of this

report. We gratefully acknowledge the help given to us by many individuals who have

supplift, materials and made recommendations and suggesticos for the text of the

report. While the list would be too long to acknowledge individually, we wish to give

special thanks to Richard Berry, formerly of the National Science Foundation, and

Elizabeth Badger, of the Massachusetts Department of Education, for their contributions

to the text of this report. We also thank Richard Shave lson and the other reviewers of

the report for their critical comments winch helped to improve it. Thanks are also due

to the support of the Center's monitors at the U.S. Department of Education, John

Taylor and Wanda Chambers.

Two other panels have produced companion reports on curriculum and instruction and

on teachers and teaching. A summary report integrating all three of these documents

will be prepared and will be available from the Center. This integrative report will be

supplemented by implementation guides for state and district policymakers and

practitioners, and by guidelines especially tailored for additional aud;ences including

teachers, principals, school boards, parents, and teacher educators.



The Center, a partnership between The NETWORK, Inc. of Andover, M assachusetts

and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) of Colorado Springs, is funded by

the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Educational Research and Improvement.

Members of its Advisory Board are listed on page iii of this report. For copies of this

report or further information on the Center's work, please contact Senta Raizen,

Director, National Center for Improving Science Education, 1920 L Street, NW, Suite

202, Washington, DC 20036,

Center for Improving

Andover, MA 01810.

or Susan Loucks-Horsley, Associate Director, National

Science Education, The NETWORK, Inc., 290 South Main Street,
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Science Classroom

"How do s..eds live? Can seeds grow way, way deep in the ocean and make
seaweed?" "How do seeds get inside of watermelons?" "Hey! How do they make
watermelons without seeds in them?" "How do seeds grow plants?" Those vere
some of the many questions asked by Ms. Lopez's second graders. Today, they are
thinking about seeds, the topic they are about to study, and Ms. Lopez is keeping
track of these questions on a chart titled: "Questions We Have about Seeds."
Another chart titled: "What We Know About Seeds" is filled with such statements
as: "Seeds grow in gardens," "You can eat sunflower seeds," and "Carrots don't
have seeds." These charts are referred to time and again as the teacher encourages
questions to develop concepts and change opinions. Ms. Lopez uses the children's
questions and comments to decide that the children are ready for a "seed walk."

The next morning, the students go to a nearby field to collect seeds. Each chil
besides carrying a collection bag, wears an adult sock over one shoe and pulled up
to the knee, providing a fuzzy surface to which seeds can cling. When the children
return from the walk, they each select one seed to study carefully with a hand lens.
After each child makes observations about what the seed looks, feels, and smells
like, and guesses how it might have traveled, the child makes a presentation to the
group in the Ince* circle, The teacher keeps track of the kinds of seeds discussed
by taping the specimens onto a chart. After the children tally the number of the
different kinds of seeds the group has collected, they develop picture graphs of the
results.

That evening, after the "seed walk," Ms. Lopez reflects on the differences in the
children's understandings of the structure and function of seeds. She notes which
children easily made observations and which ones had more difficulty, which
children made more obvious or more unexpected responses, and which children
seemed comfortable using the lens for examining their seeds and which ones
seemed more awkward. As she thinks of the multiple activities for the next day,
Ms. Lopez, uses her notes to place children in groups so that their discussions will
prompt and challenge one another's inquiry.

The next day, some groups runt the seeds on their .socks and then plant them in
large plastic baggies, watering and setting them in the window area. In the days
that follow, they will be encouraged to observe the germination process carefully
and compare the total number of seeds with the number that sprouted by making
"ratio" sentences. Ms. Lopez invites other children to compare sizes of seeds by
outlining the seeds on graph paper and then counting the number of graph squares
each seed covers. The students discover there is great diversity of sizes and
shapes in different kinds of seeds, and that the same kind of .seed has variations in
size and shape.

1
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Still other groups choose ro continue working in the "seed journals" that she
requires all to keep. Thc are either to paste in or draw the specimen and then
"write" about three seeds of their choice, including the same sorts of observations
they shared earlier in meeting circles. Since students of this age have a range of
"sentence" writing capabilities, the teacher meets with each child to discuss that
individual's observations and writing. She uses the journals and evidence from the
meetings to monitor the level of understanding the children have of such concepts
as diversity and cycles.

Ms. Lopez's class spends most of the week working on this science topic,
incorporating writing and math, as well as inquiry-based science activities. Other
activities she will do with the children include: a fiction story about how r native
American girl uses seeds and plants, a garden song, and drawing the seedlings as
they sprout. Her thematic active learning approach is similar to that she observed
and practiced during a yerr of induction, when she was coached by a mentor as
she tried her first interdisciplinary unit.

In successive lessons, Ms. Lopez will call groups together and, based on their
explorations, ask several questions. As she records the responses, Ms. Lopez will
ask the children to clarify their answers. Eventually, she will introduce some new
vocabulary information that helps the students to reflect on their developing
concepts. Some of the children may not be sure about the new information; they
will need more time to talk about it and do some additional testing of their ideas
to help make the new information part of their personal understanding of seeds.
Last year when she did this unit, for example, several youngsters insisted that the
lima bean embryos they discovered earlier would grow into lima bean plants even
without the "seed halves" attached. Thcy were convinced that the embryos could
"eat" the soil and water and grow into an "adult" lima bean plant. Through careful
questioning, Ms. Lopez was able to guide these children to design a test of their
beliefs. She found that these children changed their point of view after they
conducted the investigation, and that they now had some' additional questions to
pursue,

After several weeks of studying seeds, Ms. Lopez recognizes that the chiklren have
learned a great deal about such science concepts as diversity, life cycles, and
structure and function. They have become adept "observers" and ask questions of
each other and of Ms. Lopez concerning these developing concepts. Ms. Lopez
knows they will soon be ready to apply these new levels of knowledge and skills to
other science areas. The children will, as a group, construct a booklet on how to
plant seeds and care for the seedlings. Ms. Lopez will keep notes on the progress
of individual children and the class as a whole. This will then help her plan and
design more effective science instruction to use in future classes. It will also
provide the source material that will enable her to make more formal aSSeS.S1710113
in report cards, in conferences with parents, and -- for the class as a whole -- to
Mr. Sandowski, the 3rd grade teacher.

11



Why Worry Al,out Assessment?

Should Ms. Lopez be concerned about how she assesses her students' progress? About

the district or state science test that may be mandated for her students next year? It

seems obvious that any effort to help elementary schools do a better job in science

education must concern itself with improving curriculum and instruction and with the

quality of teaching and the competence of teachers in science. But why worry about

assessment? There are three important reasons:

1. Assessment can be a helpful tool for the teacher to guide instruction and make

it more effective.

2. Assessment can impress on students, school staff, and parents the importance of

science learning.

3. Assessment can be used a- a policy tool to monitor the .)utcomes of science

instruction and help improve science programs.

Confusion often prevails over these different purposes of assessment, particularly the

distinction between assessment for instructional purposes and assessment for monitoring

purposes. Before discussing these distinctions, however, we note a fourth reason that

assessment deserves a high place on any improvement agenda:

4. Assessment can exert a powerful influence on curriculum and instruction, for

good or ill. As mandates for assessment grow, it becomes critical to establish

correspondence between the goals of science education, the curriculum, and the

tests and other means of assessment used to establish what children have

learned and can do in science. Assessments must support Ms. Lopez's teachino

not undermine it. This is true no matter what ihe assessment -Air ose.

The following discussion elaborates somewhat further on each of these four reasons for

giving attention to assessment.

3



Assessment in the Service of Instruction

Teachers may use tests or other forms of assessment for a variety of instructional

purposes. Ideally, as in the case of Ms. Lopez, these include: (1) finding out what

information and constructs students bring to a science lesson so as to build on their

prior knowledge and conceptions; (2) establishing, after some sustained period of

instruction, what students have learned in order to shape subsequent teaching; (3)

placing students in productive learning groups to make instruction more effective; (4)

motivating students to learn assigned material; (5) communicating to students the

teacher's expectation of wh t they are to learn; and (6) documenting what students have

learned in order to inform them, parents, and subsequent teachers of individual and

group progress. Thus, at its best, assessment can be a powerful tool for focusing

instruction and providing valuable information about how to increase learning. If it is

incorporated into instruction in thoughtful ways, assessment can provide teachers with

the feedback they need to help their students.

Unfortunately, too few teachers use assessment as Ms. Lopez does. The most common

use of assessment in the classroom is to assign grades to individual students.

Assessments to support instruction are seldom done. Moreover, to serve the narrow

grading purpose, teachers generally develop their own tests or rely on tests embedded in

the students' textbooks and accompanying teaching materials. In either case, there is

reason for concern about the quality of these tests given the lack of pertinent

background and training in assessment issues and techniques that would allow teachers

to evaluate and construct ,ests (Dorr-Bi emme and Herman, 1986). Understandably,

teachers seldom choose to use standardized or mandated tests (or the results from these

tests) for their own purposes. Quite rightly, they see these tests as largely irrelevant,

except for rough student placement at the beginning of the school year.

4
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Assessment as a Conveyor of Expectations

Expectations about science learning in the elementary grades operate at two levels:

expectations by the public -- including parents, school boards, and policymakers -- about

the importance of science education in the early years of formal education and

expectations of classroom teachers about their own students. It has been argued that

science, despite the many recommendations urging that it become a new "basic" (e.g.,

National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; National Science Board, 1983),

will not assume any significant importance in the elementary-school curriculum until

there is the same kind of stress on testing science knowledge as there is on testing

reading and arithmetic skills. In fact. more and more states, as they reform their

elementary science programs, are mandating science assessments in 4th (sometimes 3rd

or 5th) grade (Blank and Espenshade, 1988). Although it might be regrettable, given

the currently limited ability to assess important learning outcomes in science, it appears

that the importance of this subject, as of other subjects, is gauged by the extent of

student testing that takes place.

The age-old student query: "Will it be on the test?" demonstrates the power of

assessment to convey teacher expectations of what is to be learned. This makes the

current limitations of science testing, discussed in greater detail in subsequent chapters,

doubly troubling, since these limitations act not only on teachers in narrowing what they

choose to emphasize but also on students as they attempt to concentrate their study on

what is most like'', to pay off in terms of high test scores and good grades.

Assessment as a Policy Tool

As assessment moves beyond Ms. Lopez's classroom, its purposes include: (1) providing

an indicator of the condition of education -- whether in the nation, a state, a district, or

a school through periodic monitoring of student learning; (2) accounting for monetary

and human investments made in education through assessing the results achieved in

student learning; and (3) evaluating the effectiveness of particular programs with respect

5
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to learning outcomes for students.

As for to monitoring educational outcomes, policymakers and the public they represent

generally are interested in answers to broad questions: What is the general level of

student accomplishment, and what are the percentages of students who attain different

levels of achievement? Are students today doing as well, say, in science as students did

a decade or two ago? Are different population groups showing different achievement

levels for example, U.S. students compared to students in other industrialized countries,

or students in different regions or states of the emir's), or in different school districts

within a state, or students from different ethnic or socioeconomic backgrounds? At

times, these questions may take on a normative character; witness the current concerns

with the perceived mismatch between what students are learning in school and the needs

of tomorrow's labor market for thoughtful, creative individuals who can solve problems

under changing conditions and in new contexts (Committee on Science, Engineering, and

Public Policy, 1984; Scheuer, 1987; Twentieth Century Fund, 1983).

The impetus for assessing student outcomes for indicator and accountability purposes

generally comes from administrators within the district or state or from policymakers at

various levels of government (local, state, national) who are also the main audience,

although media interest may become quite high. Since this type of assessment is

generally externally mandated, it tends to use externally constructed, standardized tests.

These may be commercially available tests or tests specially developed by a state or

district. Although the tests are often administered to all students in selected grades in a

given district or state, this is not necessary if a large enough repro itative sample can

be drawn to allow generalization to the whole population. There are two general

problems: First, administrators and policymakers need to ascertain that a test actually

measures the student outcomes of interest to them. Second, care needs to be taken with

the reference standards TAsed to interpret test results. Referencing test scores against

national norms may tell very little about the quality of student science learning and the

development of science understanding in a school, district, or state.

6
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Policymakers at ev,ry level also are interested in bringing aoout improvement,

particularly if the information on educational outcomes probes disappointing (Oakes,

1986; Womer, 1981). From this perspective, policymakers can be likened to the chief

executive officers of major businesses who conduct product evaluations to guide

decisions about resource allocations. Assessment results can point to designs for

effective pi ograrn3, improved approaches for retaining teachers, or the effectiveness of

magnet sch )ols. Assessment results can be used by school administrators to make

decision!, about the success of special curriculum approaches, particular instructional

strategies, and teacher selection procedures. Of course, this necessitates more than

assessing toe outcomes of education. A theory is necessary that makes causa'

connections between educational resources and processes and stude-t outcomes, and the

most crit!cal resource and process factors posited by the theory must. then be assessed to

pruide guidance about which of these need to be changed to achieve improved

outcomes.

The component of assessment necessary for making improvements, the evaluation of

programs, usually is of interest to administrators immediately concerned with the

effectiveness of alternatives available in, say, science education -- a smaller audience

than that interested in information on student outcomes. Assessments of program

characteristics often are designed and conducted by university researchers and

curriculum developers. If student learning is specified as a criterion of program

effectiveness, these assessments should use tests that address the specific goals and

content of the program. Judgments whether the goals and content themselves are of

high quality (i.e., embody what students ought to learn) can and probably should be

made independently, but it is precisely in these judgments and in the fit between goals,

curriculum, and assessment that severe problems arise.

7



Correspondence Between Goals of Science Education. the Science Curriculum, and

the Assessment of Student Learning

Whether assessment of student learning in science is used to inform instruction
in the classroom or to formulate broader policy at the district, state, or national
level, it is critical that the domains probed by any assessment that purports to be
comprehensive range across all the important educational goals. Items and
exercises constituting such a test need to assess three component areas of science
learning: (1) factual and conceptual knowledge; (2) skills in the use of
apparatus and equipment necessary to do science, including hands-on
performance and the science thinking skills and general thinking skills used in
reasoning and problem solving in science; and (3) the disposition to apply
science knowledge and science-based skills outside the classroom.

Of all the desired outcomes, the acquisition of factual knowledge is easiest to assess

through the usual multiple- thoice items that posit one "correct" response. Adequate

assessment of the other competencies may require observation, open-ended responses,

allowing multiple answers, and following student progress over time. Not surprisingly,

therefore, tests used to determine what students have learned tend to be dominated by

items eliciting factual recall, whereas assessment of science understanding, science skills,

and the disposition to apply science knowledge skills tend to be neglected. If the

outcomes of tests emphasizing factual knowledge are used to make changes in

instruction or curriculum, the changes are likely to be in the direction of narrowing

science education in favor of learning facts, with a concomitant deemphasis on such

goals as learning how to think about questions in science and how to carry out activities

that address science questions. As assessment of science learning in elementary school

becomes more widely instituted -- possibly in an effort to establish science as a basic --

this problem must receive concentrated attntion.

If assessment results are to reflect what students have learned as a result of their science

instruction, a second requirement is that the assessment must be matched to the specific

curriculum planned for a given setting or, if it can be determined, the curriculum

8
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actually delivered to the students. No such match is necessary if the intent of the

assessment is to monitor the general state of student knowledge and competence in

science, as in past assessments conducted by NAEP (National Assessmer.i of Educational

Progress) and IEA (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement). In these cases, decisions need to be made on the standards of knowledge

and performance tc be expected from students at a given level, regardless of curriculum,

or on the core that is common to most curricula and likely to be taught to most students

-- an approach exemplified by many commercially available, standardized tests.

Tests used for monitoring and accountability, because of their widespread use, are more

available for review than tests used by teachers for classroom purposes. Since they

usually involve large numbers of students, tests used for monitoring are designed for

reliability of results; ease of administration, scoring, and analysis; and appropriate

psychometric properties. Inevitable, multiple-choice (or other short-answer) items make

up by far the largest fraction of these tests. As noted, tests with such characteristics lend

themselves best to assessment of factual knowledge and certain circumscribed reasoning

and problem-solving skills; multiple-choice tests are not suited to probing achievement

and performance that involve generative thinking and open-ended responses (Anderson,

1985; Frederiksen, 1984; Ward et al., 1980). Moreover, not only are the tests limited in

the types of knowledge and skills they assess; they often fail to correspond well even to

that part of the curriculum they do address. They tend to assess students' general

knowledge in science, and at a relatively low level at that, rather than what students

have learned during some period of instruction. It should not come as a surprise, then,

that some commonly used tests show little progress in the learning of science as students

move through the grades. Problems with these tests are aggravated when norm-

referenced standards are used to L.terpret teLt results since these norms are established

to rank order individual students rather than to provide insight into the development of

each student's science learning.

9
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It is more difficult to make judgments about the quality of the tests that teachers give

for instructional purposes. Presumably, if the tests are curriculum embedded or teacher-

constructed, they should match the curriculum better than do standardized tests designed

explicitly to be valid across many curricula. In fact, there is little evidence on the quality

of tests that teachers give within their classrooms; teacher controlled tests may do no

better at probing science knowledge, skills, performance, and dispositions that are

difficult to assess through conventional testing techniques. Assessment exercises using

alternative techniques able to provide insight on important but generally untested

science learning requite time and creativity to develop, time to administer, and training

in interpretation and grading. Such exercises are not readily available to teachers. Do

the schedules of most science teachers permit the investment of time and energy needed

to construct their own assessment exercises? How good are these? Can elementary

school teachers, many of whom unlike Ms. Lopez do not feel confident of their

ability to teach science, be expected to construct tests that would inform their instruction

adequately?

Assessment Priorities

The preceding discussion has focused on the various reasons for assessing student

learning and competencies in science. Figure 1 summarizes these reasons:

Individtg;
(Teacher)

Group
(Policy Makers)

FIGURE 1
Reasons for Assessing Student Science Learning

Improvement
Conveying
Expectations

Monitoring
Status Accountability

Classroom
Instruction

To Students
and Parents

Of Individuals
and Class

Science Program
in District and
State

To Teachers
and Administrators

Of District.
State. and Nation

Effective Use
of Resources

Assessing Program ceatures
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The next two sections explain why our panel has chosen to concentrate much of its

effort on assessments carried out by the classroor. teacher and what additional

assessment issues need attention to support instructional improvement. These priorities

are indicated by the shaded boxes in Figure 1.

First Priority: Assessment in the Service of Classroom Instruction

In recent years, work on assessing the quality of science education in this country has

concentrated on monitoring student learning and program quality for broad policy

purposes (Murnane and Raizen, 1988; National Science Board, 1987; Oakes, 1986;

Raizen and Murnane, 1985; Shavelson et al., 1987). Because our Center's primary

mission is to help schools and teachers improve science education at the classroom level,

this report emphasizes the use of assessment to guide subsequent instruction. This

emphasis implies that:

The individual classroom, as set in the school context, should constitute
the basic unit for achieving improvement in science education.

Attention should be focused on improving the kinds of curriculum-
embedded and teacher-constructed tests most often used in the
classroom.

Alternatives to traditional testing need to be an explicit part of
assessing student achievement and progress in science.

Within the emphasis on the classroom and school level, we concentrate on providing

teachers with better means for finding out what students have learned and can do in

science. Assessments of curricular quality, teacher competence, and quality of the

science program as a whole receive less emphasis since these serve as constraints or

incentives at the individual classroom level rather than being under the teacher's control.

Some though not all approaches useful for improving what teachers do to assess

what their students have learned are also useful for broader assessments since the

11



problems of probing all important domains of science education appropriate at a given

age or grade level are similar, what ever the purpose of the assessment. Fortunately,

the teacher has available strategies for use in the classroom that are difficult or costly to

replicate with large numbers of students.

Ms. Lopez, for example, is able to monitor her students' progress on an ongoing
basis. She uses students' individual journals, the class chart on "What We Know
About Seeds," and her daily notes on the oral participation of individual students to
record whether and to what extent the students are developing appropriate notions
about such key principles as diversity, organization, change, and systems. She
observes progress in their use of the hand lens, scales, and volume measures and in
their proposals about how to test various ideas on how seeds develop into plants.
As work on the plant unit goes forward, she accumulates a record of each of the
children's participation in the class science activities and also of their individual
oral and written work.

Though our focus in this report is on assessing student learning, we recognize that

important questions may arise for principals and district administrators on the quality

and suitabilay of the science program within a grade or a school. Chapter IV of our

report briefly addresses assessment of program characteristics. Here, too, the elements

to he evaluated are analogous to those relevant for broader policy levels -- curriculum,

instruction, preparation and competence of the teachers, availability and use of resources

but the specifics of how program evaluation might he carried out at these different

levels varies considerably.

Second Priority: Assessment in the Service of Policy

Assessment as a policy tool, although it has already received considerable attention in

other contexts, is discussed here because of its obvious ties to improving what happens

in the classroom. Although policy (and assessment conducted for policy purposes)

cannot in itself cause improvement in the classroom, it can impede or facilitate

improvement. (For example, district policy may make it difficult for Ms. Lopez to take

her students on a field trip to the city park for the seed walk.) Moreover, as noted,

some of the assessment problems are similar, whatever the level of the assessment.
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However, as in the discussion of assessment at the classroom level, the major emphasis

in this report is on assessing student learning, even when assessments are carried out for

purposes of monitoring, accountability, and formulating state or national policy. There

are three reasons for this:

Student learning is the end purpose of education; hence, for purposes
of monitoring and accountability, its assessment should take precedence
over other forms of assessment.

Understanding what students have learned and can do, the most
important outcome of education, presents issues and problems that are
quite distinct from assessing the resource:, -id processes that make up
program quality.

Assessment of student learning in science is in itself a sufficiently
complex and troubled area without taking up in detail the problems
associated with assessing the quality --f science curricula, instruction,
available resources, and other criti. .. elements of a school's science
program.

Monitoring of student learning in itself, however, cannot set clear policy directions

though it can point to likely options. Interpretation and discussion of results are

necessary, set against what is known about policies and practices that inhibit or facilitate

student learning. For example, if science is not taught or taught for only a few minutes

a day, students cannot be expected to learn much science in school. Ilene, knowledge

about salient program features also must receive attention if effective improvements are

to hi made in science education. This is as so at the classroom and school levels as it is

at the district, state, and national levels.

13
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II. ISSUES IN ASSESSMENT

This chapter takes up four critical issues in assessing student earning in science. The
first section discusses the unfortunate circumstance, not unique to science education but

creating particular difficulties in it that the learning and competencies valued most and
deemed the most important are the most difficult to assess. The second section reviews

the general educational context in which assessments of science learning take place: the

nature of science education; what it is and what it ought to be; and to what extent there

is correspondence between the goals of science education, the science curriculum, and

the assessment of what students have learned and are able to do in science. The third
issue concerns appropriate and inappropriate uses of assessment inside the classroom
and for policy purposes. Lastly, we argue the importance of assessing schooling factors

that play a critical role in students' science learning.

Testing What Matter

Valued Outcomes of Science Education

There is broad consensus that scientific and technological literacy for all citizens stands
high on the list of educational needs for the year 2000 and beyond (National

Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983; National Science Board, 1983; Task

Force on Education for Economic Growth, 1983; Twentieth Cemury Fund, 1983;

however, for a dissenting view, see Shamos, 1988). To summarize the arguments made
by advocates of science education: Not only will the economy require an increasing

number of scientifically and technically trained professionals and support personnel, but
most production and service jobs will require some quantitative and technical skills

(Botkin et al., 1984; Education Commission of the States, 1982; but see Levin and
Rumberger, 1983, for counter arguments). Moreover, an increasingly complex

interlinking of the rran made and natural worlds makes it important for people to
understand the basic parameters of both these worlds and their tunctioning so that

individuals can make effective decisions in their personal lies and as citizen: Whether

IS
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the long-term goal of science education is scientific literacy for all or the development of

science professionals or both, the short-term goals generally encompass three major

categories of outcomes: knowledge, skills, and dispositions. The assessment challenge is

how to probe student competencies in all three of these areas adequately and hove to

avoid certain adverse effects of testing.

Knowledge. The knowledge category includes knowing facts about the natural world

knowing tliat the moon passes through cycles, that the shape of the leaves on trees in

one's environment varies, that water droplets form on the underside of leaves on a

humid summer morning. Also included in the knowledge category are the constructs

(concepts), principles, laws, and th 'es that scientists use to explain why the moon

appears to change shape, how leaf shape relates to a species' survival in a certain

environment, and why the liquid droplets form on the underside of leaves. Gravity,

heat, the Hardy-Weinberg principle, Newton's laws, and kinetic-molecular theory are

examples of the theoretical knowledge scientists use to explain the natural world. (The

set of organizing concepts identified by the Center's curriculum panel as integral to the

elementary science curriculum, together with some teaching examples, is given in the

Appendix.) Beyond facts about the natural world and the theoretical knowledge used to

compose explanations for these facts, this category includes knowledge about the

scientific enterprise -- its history, methods, philosophy, and values and its influence on

human existence.

Skills. In addition to factual and conceptual knowledge, the goals of soience education

generally include three interrelated types of skills. Science laboratory skills are one

type. The ability to read a thermometer, connect a wire to a terminal, stake out a

quadrant, or focus a telescope are the skills that involve manipulation of equipment and

observations of the kind required for doing natural science investigations. Another type

is the set of intellectual skills called on in applying the methods of science. Among

these are the ability to generate a hypothesis; to design an experiment that is a valid test

of a hypothesis; and to collect, reduce, present, and analyze data (Frederiksen and

Ward, 1978). The third skill type consists of generic thinking skills, including problem

16
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solving and quantitative, logical, and analogical reasoning. These are component skillsof

science intellectual skills as well as intellectual skills associated with other disciplines

(Nickerson, 1988).

Dispositions. Acquiring a scientific knowledge base and developing the skills to apply

the relevant knowledge to academic problems in the school setting are necessary but not

sufficient. Unless science education also leads to the ability and inclination to apply

science knowledge and science skills to new situations in one's work, in daily life, and in

making personal and social decisions, neither the goal of developing productive science

professionals nor the goal of scientific literacy for all citizens will achieved.

The Assessment Challenge

The valued outcomes of ,,.fence education are varied, and each presents its unique

assessment challenges. In general, knowledge is easier to assess in terms of time, effort,

and resources than are skills or dispositions.

Assessing Knowledge. The first task in assessing the science knowledge acquired by

students is deciding which categories of that knowledge are to be probed and what

knowle(1-,e within each should be represented on a test. Once these decisions have been

made, testing of factual and theoretical knowledge and knowledge about the scientific

enterprise can be carried out with relative ease, using paper and pencil. This

type of assessment format allows administration by a single person in group settings:

hence, the exercises making up the assessment can be given to a large number of

individuals. Because of the relative ease and efficiency of paper-and-pencil tests,

particularly those -- like multiple choice. -- that are machine scorable, most tests

intended to provide national, state, or districtwide information on student achievement

take this format (e.g., state-mandated tests, standardized tests mailable commercially,

NAEP, !EA).

There is a second important characteristic of tests intended to assess science knowledge.
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If the exercises are well constructed, t' responses can be interpreted with rt:asonable

certainty. A correct response indicates that the individual either knew the information

required for the answer or was able to figure it out using information provided is part

of the question. Determining the correctness cf the response need not take into account

the thinking skills the individual might have applied in comprehending the written item,

in retrieving the fact from memory, in reasoning from ilk : -lion-nation in the item to the

correct answer, or in eliminating incorrect responses. That is, the concern is neither

with the means individuals may have used to access the infoimation nor with the reasons

for their c3nclusions; it is only with whether or not they have presented the correct

information. In Table 1, we present some hypothetical illustrations of items testing

factual science knowledge. The illustrations in this table anu the ones that follow are in

no way intended as exemplary test items; rather, they are meant to demonstrate that

responses to factual items are relatively straightforward to interpret, whereas

interpretation becomes increasingly more difficult for items intended to test skills arK'i

dispositions.

18
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Table 1

Knowledge Assessment Exercises

Elementary

Which of the allowing best describes the path of the sun across the sky as it is observed
in the United States?

a. east to west
b. west to east
c. north to south
d. south to north

Secondary

Which of the following is a statement of Newton's second law?

a. A particle not subjected to external forces remains at rest or moves with
constant velocity.

b. If two particles interact, the force exerted by the first on the second is equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction to the force exerted by the second particle
on the first.

c. The acceleration of a particle is directly proportional to the external force
acting on the particle and is inversely proportional to the mass of the particle.

d. Every two particles of matter in the universe attract each other with a force that
acts along the line joining them, and has a magnitude proportional to the
product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them.

Secondary

Which of these scientists lied at the same time?

a. Lavoisier and Lagrange
b. Franklin and Maxwell
c. Dalton and Bohr
d. Lyell and Wagonner
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Assessing Practical Laboratory Skills, Science Intellectual Skills, and Generic Thinking

Skills. The problems of skill assessment are much more complex than knowledge

assessment. Assessing laboratory skills requires the use of laboratory equipment and

introduces the distinction Liween knowing how to do something and having the

competence to do it. To assess the latter rather than the former, assessment techniques

need to be used that closely match the desired outcome, that is, the ability actually to

carry out a given scientific procedure. This requires that, for assessment just as much as

for instruction tudents be provided with the necessary equipment. Assessment further

requires that students demonstrate their capabilities as experienced observers evaluate

and record their proficiency. Since the preferred method is labor-intensive and requires

the use of materials, paper-and-pencil assessment is often substituted. Table 2 gives two

examples but without the protocol needed to ensure appropriate observation and

scoring.

Table 2

Laboratory Skills Assessment Exercises

Elementary

Measure the temperature of a liquid using a mercury thermometer marked in degrees
Celsius,

Elementary

Find the mass of a metal block using an equal-arm balance.

Assessing the intellectual skills of science hypothesis generatior., experimental design,

data collection, and data interpretation introduces more confounding factors. Science-

related intellectual skills are complex integrations of a variety of generic thinking skills

with the ability to select and perform appropriate practical science laboratory skills. The

first example in Table 3 illustrates an intelle,:tual skill assessment exercise appropriate
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for testing an elementary student's ability to design an experiment. The successful

performer must know how to 'Ise a balance as well as have the logical skills to design an

appropriate strategy to find the mass of the liquid apart from its container. In the

design of most assessment instruments, science-related intellectual skills are assumed to

be generic, skills that the student is expected to exhibit in any science context. However,

not all testing experts agree with this assumption, arguing that familiarity with the

context of the assessment exercise and the science knowledge available to the student

are more important factors in the ability to perform an exercise than the science-related

intellectual skills. It is certainly conceivable that a student could be successful

possessing either science and context knowledge or science-related intellectual skills.

Table 3

Science-Related Intellectual Skills Assessment Exercises

Elementary

Find the mass of a sample of liquid contained in a beaker.

Secondary

Predict the relative quantities of heat required to raise the temperature of 100g of ice
from -10° C to -5° C; from -4° C to 1° C; and 100g of water from 5° C to 10° C.

Design an experiment to test your prediction.

Perform the experiment.

Compare your results with your prediction.

Develop an explanation for any differences.

Design an experiment to test your hypothesis.

21
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Interpretation of performance is extremely difficult for two reasons. First, not all

observers will agree on what constitutes acceptable performance. And even if the

observers do agree on acceptable performance, they may interpret the performance in

different ways because the reasons for success or failure often are not evident from the

responses. When a student performs well on the water/ice exercise in Table 3, it can be

attributed either to familiarity with concepts related to heat or to the ability to apply

generic science-related intellectual skills.

These same problems of exercise design and performance interpretation are presented in

the assessment of the third group of skills generic thinking skills in even more

severe degree. Table 4 gives a hypothetical example.

Table 4

Thinking Skills Assessment Exercise

Elementary

As a student who lives in North America, you observe the sun move across the sky from
east to west. How would a student who lives in Australia, a country in the southern
hemisphere, describe the motion of the sun across the sky?

a. west to east
b. east to west
c. north to south
d. south to north

The difficulty lies in interpreting the behavior that is elicited in an individual by an

assessment exercise. When an individual performs an exercise and gives an answer,

there is no way of knowing the mental process., and knowledge the person used in

arriving at the answer. For example, if a person is given a description of a physical

event and asked to explain it, a correct explanation may be the result of simply being
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familiar with the situation and knowing the explanation for it. Alternatively, t' 't person

may be unfamiliar with the situation but recognize that a scientific principle he or she

knows is applicable to the situation and apply the principle with the appropriate

reasoning skills to come to a correct answer. A third possibility is that a person uses

incorrect information in developing an explanation but uses a correct scientific principle

and rules of logic to come to an incorrect answer. The exercise in Table 4 can be used

to illustrate each of these possibilities. An observant student who has been to Australia

may know the answer from direct observation or remember having read about sundials

in the southern hemisphere. A student who knows the reasons for the sun's apparent

motion across the sky and has the mental abilities to imagine how the sun's apparent

motion across the sky would appear to a person in the southern hemisphere would come

to the same answer but be asing more sophisticated mental processes than the person

who simply remembers. On the basis of the answer alone, the examiner cannot possibly

know whether the performance represents recall; to 'cal application of correct factual

information, a scientific principle, and rules of logic; or right thinking with wrong

information.

Obtaining information that sheds light on the methods and knowledge a student has

brought to bear on the performance of an exercise requires individual administration of

the exercise and collection of verbal protocols (Ericsson and Simon, 1984; Frederiksen et

al., 1985; Nuthall and Lee, 1982). This method is highly labor-intensive. Moreover, test

techniques that rely on verbal skills discriminate against children whose native language

is not English. Even for native English speakers, there may be a confounding of verbal

skills with science knowledge skills. In addition, one is never sure if the verbal protocol

is a true reflection of how the , swer was arrilded at or a post-hoc explanation for how it

might reasonably have been arrived at. Another difficulty with the use of verbal

protocols is that different people interpret the same protocol or behavior in different

ays. Another approach, provided the exercise involves several steps, is to track the

development of the response step by step either by computer (Anderson et al., 1985;

Brown and Burton, 1978) or by direct observation and subsequent interview. These

procedures are costly and, like veral protocols, may suffer from difficulties of
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interpretation and bias.

Not only are results of this kind of assessment difficult to evaluate, involving as they do

interpretation of hands-on performance and of mental processes, they also are more

difficult to report than those from a multiple-choice test. The data of real interest are

qualitative rather than quantitative and not amenable to statistical tests or simple

reporting.

Assessing Dispositions. Making judgments about a student's disposition to apply

scientific knowledge and skills outside the formal classroom setting adds yet another

level of complexity to assessment. One might attempt to assess disposition by the use of

self-report -- that is, describing situations and asking individuals to indicate whether or

not they would take a "scientific" approach to analyze them. This method has not

yielded particularly trustworthy information (Gardner, 1975; Munby, 1983; Murnane and

Raizen, 1988). A more appropriate method is to observe individuals to determine if

they are scientific in their approaches to personal and civic problems. This method is

resource-intensive, and even when attempted, the direct observations that result are

difficult to interpret. Does failing to take a scientific approach indicate that the person

has the inclination but not the requisite skills, the requisite skills but not the inclination,

or neither? In addition, context has a profound influence on behavior. For example,

not being scientific in approach in one situation might indicate tnat either the skills or

the inclination is not in place. An alternative interpretation is that the person did not

deem the scientific approach appropriate for that particular situation but would

demonstrate inciination in other situations. Researchers have attempted to assess such

proxy variables as impulsivity, attitude toward one's own competence, and fair-

mindedness (Nickerson, 1988; Rowe, 1979), but much further work will have to be done

before they can be linked with any confidence to the disposition to apply science

knowledge and skills.
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The Effects of Age and Experience. Age and its correlate, level of cognitive

development, is another confounding factor in all science assessment. Performance on

an exercise that indicaLs problemsolving for an 8-year old may well be recall of

information for a 12-year-old. Moreover, the 12-year-old will be able to bring a greater

wealth of experience to the exercise. Of course, the types of relevant experiences

available to one youngster may be very different from those available to another who

grows up in a different environment. For example, there is evidence that girls, even at

an e '-r age, have exposure different from boys to certain experiences relevant to the

solving of some science problems -- fixing simple electrical or mechanical things, playing

with motor-driven toys, building tree houses, using scientific equipment (Mullis and

Jenkins, 1988). Since age is easily established, it can be factored into interpretations of

assessment of performance, but the role of experience is difficult to take into account

unless an assessment specifically collects relevant background information, as does

NAEP (Hueftle, et al., 1983; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988).

Learning Over Time. The problems inherent in assessing complex learning outcomes

can be analyzed in a more general fashion. In an article in the New Directions in

Measurement series, Snow (1980) described a "continuum of referent generality" in both

aptitude and achievement measurement. Referent generality refers roughly to the range

of situations to which a given aptitude or achievement pertains. At the highest level,

there might be aptitudes like general mental ability (IQ) or the kind of broad, complex,

developed achievement measured by the SAT. At the lowest level, there might be

aptitudes like speed of response time or achievements like two-column subtraction with

borrowing. Important science learning outcomes are likely to be higher in referent

generality than in narrower learning outcomes. Examples are students' understandings

of scientific method or of such higher-level knowledge as the relationships between

structure and function, the meaning of scale, or the concept of systems (see the

Appendix and the Center's companion report on Curriculum and Instruction, Bybee et

al., 1989).
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Outcomes higher in referent generality are harder to teach directly because they
must be visited time and time again, in a range of contexts, using different
materials and different illustrations. They are harder to assess because they are
less closely tied to any particular learning activity. The problem is how to assess
understanding of the broad organizing principles, the inquiry approaches, and
the ways of knowing that characterize science in the context of a particular
learning unit given that these understandings may take years to develop. The
problem is not unique to ience, nor is it well solved in other content areas.

Erosion of Validity. Valid interpretation of test results may become more difficult as

mandated assessments grow, particularly when they involve "high-stakes testing." The

term refers to tests used to reach decisions that matter, where the stakes are high

decisions about grades or placements of individual students, about teacher licensure and

certification, or about rewards or sanctions (including public citation) for schools

depending on their students' test scores.

Validity inheres not in a test itself but in an intended test interpretation, a score-based

inference. There may be different logical bases for such inferences, calling for different

strategies of test design and validation. Consider three examples: A college admissions

test, a typing test for applicants for a secretarial position, and an achievement test

administered by a state or district. The warrants for using the SAT or similar tests to

help reach college admissions decisions include both logical arguments from the tests'

content and design and empirical arguments from their observed correlations with

college grades and other indicators of success, In contrast, the typing test directly

samples a domain of performances that are a part of the work the person hired will be

expected to do. The achievement test probably would be intermediate between these

two examples: So far as it directly sampled some domain of proficiencies the children

were expected to acquire, as use of a thermometer or an equal-arm balance, it would be

like the typing test. So far as it was intended to show what children were likely to do or

be capable of doing in nontest situations, its validity would ht.ve to rest on logical or

empirical grounds -- areas that need much further exploration and work in the case of

science tests (Frederiksen, 1986).
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Erosion of validity may be said to occur when, as an indirect result of using the test, the

warrant for the intended score-based inferences is weakened. In the case of college

admissions tests, coaching that concentrates on test-taking skills or practice with

feedback in answering multiple-choice items may improve test scores without bringing

any concomitant improvement in the complex, developed aptitudes the test is intended

to reflect. If such coaching improves the scores of some examinees, the correlation

between test performance and subsequent college success is likely to be reduced, thereby

eroding the test's validity as a predictor. (Of course, a longer-term program of coaching

that focused on the underlying skills the test was intended to assess might improve both

test performance and criterion performance. That would not affect the test's validity.)

In the case of the typing test or reading a thermometer, it is more difficult to imagine

any kind of training that would substantially improve test performance without also

improving criterion performance. A work-sample test is highly resistant to erosion of
validity.

Om. more, an externally mandated achievement test would fall somewhere it between.

Suppose that the mean scores for different schools were reported in the newspapers or

used in other ways that created incentives for improving test performance. As with the
SAT, scores would he likely to improve if children were given practice answering items

similar to those on the test. (Teaching the particular items on the test itself would raise

even more obvious questions of test score interpretation.) Probably few teachers would

spend much time having children answer multiple-choice questions just to improve test-

taking skills, but the more subtle influence of multiple-choice testing in many classrooms

could well be increased use of worksheets, fill-in exercises, and question-and-answer

recitations and diminished attention to activities bearing less resemblance to the tests

such as extended writing, classroom discussions, or hands-on activities. These changes

would focus instruction more narrowly on tested outcomes and thereby erode the validity

of inferences from test performance to the full range of intended learning outcomes.

By the same token, the more closely test items resemble desirable instructional activities,
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the less risk there is that even high-stakes testing will result in validity erosion. It might

be argued that, if test exercises represented a proper balance of the full range of

instructional activities, such erosion of validity could not occur -- teaching to the test

would then be entirely appropriate. tint-, ,nately, no time-limited test could achieve

such a mix. As noted earlier, some instructional activities are simply not amenable to

that type of testing. However, assessment (although expensive, time-consuming

assessment) could come much closer if it involved portfolios of students' work,

systematic teacher observation, and other innovative strategies.

Of course, the idea of validity eroding implies that it is present in the first place.
As discussed above, many achievement tests, including both teacher-controlled
tests and externally mandated tests, support only very limited inferences to
important learning outcomes because they test trivial facts or call for no more
than low-level recall and rote problem solving. Whether these tests come to be
influential because of the rewards or sanctions attached to them (high-stakes
testing) or whether their influence arises through teachers' well-intentioned but
misguided reliance on end-of-chapter tests in textbooks to define the goals of
instruction, such "measurement-driven instruction" falls far short of the panel's
and the Center's vision of effective and appropriate elementary science
instruction.

Effects on Curriculum and Instruction. We have voiced the concern that the increased

demands for testing, because of the characteristics of the tests generally used, will

aggravate the tendency to reduce instructional activities to a set of measurable behaviors

that pupils should demonstrate. The main curriculum effect will he to trivialize

instruction by stressing, through lecture and reading assignments, bits of factual

knowledge easy to test and likely to appear on most tests. Suppose, however, that a

science assessment is created that is appropriately aligned with the sort of instruction

that characterizes good science teaching, combines formal and informal assessment

approaches (including performance on hands-on activities), and successfully addresses

higher-order knowledge and skills as well as acLurate and significant science information.

Using such an assessment as a guide could dramatically improve to present state of

most elementary science teaching. But if teachers themselves do not possess a firm



understanding of both science content and science curriculum goals, even the best of

assessments will not be sufficient to guide their classroom instruction. Teaching must

aim at the inculcation of knowledge, skills, and dispositions, not the replication of

inventories of specific behaviors (Strike, 1982), and for that reason excellent teaching

will always be more than mere imitation of excellent instructional activities. Teaching

that aims only to reproduce correct responses may succeed in teaching manipulations of

mat,rials or rules for generating formulaic answers to formulaic questions without

imparting any knowledge or understanding of value beyond the testing situation. To

give an example, if teachers are told: "Activities involving wires, batteries, and bulbs will

be used to assess exploration," there is a risk that all the children will soon manifest tii..

particular behaviors to be elicited, but the understanding of what exploration in science

means will remain as elusive as ever. Thus, even hands-on activities and laboratory

experiments, considered the hall mark of good science teaching (Penick, 1983), run the

danger of being reduced to a set of prescribed behaviors, leading to unreflective

cookbook activities.

The right pedagogical move, the right question to ask or answer to give, depends
on many particulars of the context and the learners. Sound assessment can
provide signposts for instructional goals and desired student attainment to
teachers, Lhildren, parents, and policymakers, but it cannot ensure their
realization. We argue below that the reform of assessment has an important
part to play in the improvement of science education, but it is not the entire
solution.

Correspondence Between Curriculum, Assessment for Instruction,

and Assessment for Monitoring

Should an assessment match the curriculum? For what type of assessment is this

critically important? For what type of assessment should there he concern with more

general goals of science education not necessarily tied to a specific curriculum? And if

there is a close match between curriculum and assessment, ,v ill assessment results
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provide a good indicator of the quality of the science education program and of the

adequacy of student learning? (See Rudman et al., 1980.)

Matching Assessment to Curriculum

In considering the need for matching curriculum to assessment, the distinction between

assessment for instruction and assessment for policy purposes becomes important.

Clearly, if a teacher is interested in finding out how well students have learned a

particular topic and set of concepts or have acquired competencies needed to p( rform

certain sciethc operations whether hands- on use of science tools or requisite

reasoning skills the assessment should match as closely as possible the material that

was to be learned. A related type of assessment with a somewhat different purpose

concerns evaluation of curriculum quality. A curriculum developer or teacher trying out

a new unit or laboratory exercise may be interested in how well it works by investigating

whether students learn the intended material. In this case, also, the subject matter

knowledge and competencies being probed by the assessment need to match closely

those embedded in the curriculum material that was taught.

The case is somewhat different for assessments raving a broader policy purpose.

Administrators and policymakers may be more interested in the general level of

knowledge and competencies that students have gained from their science instruction

than in how well they learned from a specific curriculum. This L particuiarly true if the

accomplishments of !Audents in different count: ies or states or of students from different

demographic groups (Le., varying in ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or size of

community) are to be compared to one another. Policymakers may als-,) wish to

compare achievement levels of students in the same location (say, the U.S.) over time,

whether or not the curriculum might have changed in the meantime.
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Broad-scale assessments that need to take into consideration the common cGre of
curricula taught to all the students being tested (for example, NAEP as originally
conceived, lEA, and assessments that use standardized, norm-referenced tests)
will, by design, avoid special topics or concentration on subject matter taught to
only a small fraction of the students being tested. This sets up a tension between
the knowledge and competency students are able to demonstrate on a particular
assessment and those they may have that the test does not probe.

It is at least conceivable that the inherent lack of correspondence between externaqv

mandated large-scale assessments and specific school curricula and teacher-controlled

tests will drive many such curricula (and concomitant teacher-controlled testing) toward

the lowest common denominator, particularly if the large-scale tests are tied to poiicy

consequences that affect individual schools, teachers, and students. The example of

minimum competency testing stands as a warning of the potential for watering down the

curriculum when attempts are made to set standards to he achieved by all students

through the administration of a test that all are supposed to pass. A potential way of

avoiding this danger is to institute multi stage testing (Bock and Misley, 1987), in which

the level of each student's knowledge and competencies is established through a brief

pretest, the results of which then dictate the difficulty of the rest of the items

administered to the student.

A different approach, one that the proposed state-by-state NAEP mathematics

assessment may be taking, is to assess the extent to which students have achieved

prespecified, valued goals (say, in mathematics), irrespective of the extent to which the

current curriculum reflects these goals. In the long run, this may Live salutary effects

on the curriculum, but in the short run, it is likely to yield dismayhTly low test scores.

The Present Correspondence

Suppose the correspondence between curriculum and assessment k high. Does this
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indicate a good state of affairs for science education`f Teaching adequately to the three

major goals of science education -- acquiring substantive factual and theoretical science

knowledge, acquiring laboratory and thinking skills used in science, and developing the

disposition to use the acquired knowledge and skills -- requires teaching for depth of

understanding rather than for breadth of factual infL -mation. To achieve the desired

depth, the teacher likely will want to introduce a variety of inquiry-based experiences for

the children. In addition, the teacher will probably use some class Lime for group work

and discussion among the children. If ;he environment is structured so that the children

feel safe asking questions and clarifying their ideas, they will he able to use these

activities and genuine discussions to build stronger and deeoer understanding of science

knowledge and stronger competencies needed to carry out inquiries. Obviously, mese

teaching strategies take time.

The goals for science education are not new. They have been expressed by many

scientists and educators over the last fifty years. Yet the needed teaching strategies

happen all too seldom Li elementary school classrooms today. School science curricula,

textbook publishers, and test makers have elected instead to promote breadth of

coverage the learf.ing of information consisting of a lot of small bits of knowledge and

their rote applications to simple problems. Indeed, there is kind of correspondence in

place right now. Tests local, national, and international -- and textbooks from most

publishers seem to be sending ccmpatible messages (American t--ociation for the

Advancement of Science, 1985; 1986; 1W.9). h is important to know a little about a lot

of things. Real understanding is not so highly volued. And science, though considered

important in states where there is high-stakes science testing, is not as important as the

basic skills.

Tests. Emphasis on recall of facts and formulaic problem solving unfortunately is

characteristic of tests intended for teacher use, especially OIL end-of-the-unit quizzes and

problem sections in textbooks, which match the breadth-of-coveiave approach of the

textbooks.
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Tests designed for broad policy purposes generally show the foliowing characteristics: A

large number of mostly unrelated items are constructed for each of the major areas of
science: life sciences, earth and space sciences, physical sciences, and scientific inquiry.

For the reasons already discussed, the overwhelming preference is for the multiple-

choice item. Occasionally, some tests will use a few written items with open-ended,

short-response formats, and less frequently, some have attempted to assess students'

competence in carrying out scientific tasks through using actual performance exercises.

Unfortunately, the emphasis on factual recall matches the curriculum pretty well.

Textbooks. Not only do tests fools on breadth of coverage, but so do textbooks and

tnchers. It is hard to blame textbook publishers for wanting to sell their books in as

many states as possible. They do this by scrutinizing curriculum guidelines from the

majority of states (with particular concern for the states with the largest markets) and

proceed to incorporate as many of the state curriculum objectives into their books as

possible. Individual science curricula tend to be quite inclusive in their coverage of

topics, and when curricula are taken together as a group, there is little in science that is

not mentioned. The result is that books have gotten larger. and the number of topics

included in a text has increased. By necessity, then, the nurber of pages devoted to any

one topic has decreased, and the treatment of each topi:. ha. become more superficial.

Pressures on Teachers to Cover the Curriculum. Gene-ally, if tl!,..re is a state test used

for monitoring and if ther,:, are high stakes associated with such a test (e.g., individual

test scores or school performance are reported out), loca; school boards send clear

messages that they want the students in their schools to do well. This means that

teachers are expected to cover the topics in the district's curriculum and the state's test.

Unfortunately, most elementary teachers are not experts in science. Therefore, whether

or not there are pressures to teach toward a high-stakes test, the teachers' insecurity

about their own knowledge of science causes them to rely on the textbook as "expert."

The combination of the teachers' lack of understanding and the superficiality of the

textbooks requires students to memorize words, facts, and "concept" statements that

they (and often their teacher) do not really understand. "Learning science" in this
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manner mimics rote memorization of vocabulary words and grammar rules from a

foreign language one does not comprehend.

Science Has a Low Priority. Science is taught in a larger school context -- a context that

clearly signals that what really matters are the basic skills. Teachers understandably

spend more time on reading, mathematics, and writing than they do on science.

Consequently, those science activities like hands-on experiments that require time for

ordering materials, setting up, and cleaning up afterward tend to disappear from the

curriculum. After all, time is short; besides, the conclusions of the experiment are

generally presented in the textbook for students to read about.

Results of the Present Correspondence. The present state of affairs in many
elementary schools is that science gets short shrift by teachers who are not
terribly knowledgeable about science and do not have the confidence to engage in
authentic inquiry together with their students. The textbook has become the
science curriculum, and much of science learning is passive and superficial. This
is reinforced by tests that largely assess factual recall and rote problem solving
and rarely require a deep understanding of science. Is it surprising, then, that
elementary students do not know much science?

Changing the Present Correspondence

Over the last fis. -s, much interest has been expresse in changing tin status quo

(National Commissi,,a on Excellence in Education, 1983; National Science Board, 1983;

Task Force on Education for Economic Growth, 1983; Twentieth Century Fund, 1983).

Policymakers are not pleased that the nation's students do so poorly on national and

international tests, particularly ii view of the tremendous investment made in the

schools. (See, for example, the statements made at the September 23, 1'88, news

conference on the results of the NAEP 1986 science assessments by members of

Congress, the Assistant Se,- ,.tary of Education, the presidents of the AFT and NEA,

and representatives of the science and education communities. The statements are

available from Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.) Furthermore, one cannot
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take refuge in the fact that U.S. students have skills different from students abroad for

example, that they know more than students elsewhere but can't apply their knowledge,

or conversely, that they I-.ave less science knowledge but are better problem solvers. It

appears that U.S. students do not have a lot of science knowledge compared to students

in other countries, nor are they better at solving the types of problems that appear on

tests (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 1988).

Assessment as an Entry Point. We have pointed out that the use of poor tests is not the

only factor exercising negative influence on science instruction. In most schools,

teachers are under pressure to maintain an orderly and quiet classroom and to move

through much material quickly so as to cover the textbook; therefore, they often feel the

need to tidy up the messy business of science and get students to "get to the point,"

forgetting that false starts and off-beat ideas along the way are part of the point.

Indeed, several fronts need to be addressed simultaneously if student achievement is to

improve significantly. Certainly, better trained teachers who are given the opportunity to

spend more time on teaching science would be one good place to start. But there is

another place to start: with the premises that underlie the state, national, and

international tests as well as the curriculum-embedded tests matching the current

textbooks that so largely control today's elementary science curricuium.

The basic argument is that a critical entry point into breaking the present

correspondence of mediocrity is to develop a different kind of assessment of science

learning. In testing as well as in teaching, less may turn out to be more. Students

should be able to demonstrate a deep understanding of science knowledge and the skills

needed to do science. What these tests might look like is discussed in the next chapter.

The Uses of Assessment

There are many appropriate uses for valid assessment results. In the classroom context,

teachers can use assessment to document growth across time and to determine the needs

of individual students, based on their initial skills and gaps. These assessments can be
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either diagnostic or evaluative. Policymakers may want to know the current health of

the system and have answers to broad comparativz questions in terms of improvements

from the status quo and differential performance for various populations of interest (i.e.,

various demographically distinct populations and such geographic subunits as schools,

districts, states, or even countries). The various participants in the educational

enterprise need information to guide intelligent decision making about the next steps,

whether these steps are at the microlevel of tutoring an individual student or at the

macrolevel of recommending a change in high school graduation requirements.

Assessment results can provide some of the input to such decisions (McLean, 1985).

The main distinction made here and elsewhere in this report is between assessment for

instructional purposes and assessment for policy purposes. There is, however, another

important distinction, roughly parallel, that is relevant to a discussion of the USCS and

misuses of assessment, namely, whether the testing is controlled by the teacher or

externally mandated.

Teacher-Controlled Testing

Most problems in the use of assessment reslilts arise in high-stakes testing situations

where tests are externally mandated and test scores (or other outcome measur such as

dropout rates) have direct policy consequences rewards or sanctions for schools,

changes ire curriculum or graduation requirements, placement and other career

consequences for teachers. Classroom testing controlled by teachers and used for their

own instructional purposes generally does not have any adverse policy consequences

since the results are not generally shared with policymakers. There are, however,

examples of testing used for instructional purposes that may indeed be ill-conceived.

One such probl-m derives from instruction that is narrowly measurement driven, as

exemplified by the Chicago Mastery Leaning -- Reading system, which divided the K-8

reading curriculum into a sequence of 271 separate objectives to be mastered, and is

reputed to have led to students spending so much time filling out worksheets /ha; they

never had time to read actual books or other meaningful materials. However, though
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the testing was instituted for instructional rather than monitoring or accountability

purposes, it was externally mandated by a large urban school system, as opposed to

teacher-controlled testing.

It seems unlikely that this kind of measurement-driven instructional system will be

applied to science in elementary school. It is conceivable, however, that teacher-

controlled instructional testing might turn into a watered-down version of this sort of

measurement-driven instruction. Teachers whose own comfort with science teaching and

whose own level of scientific knowledge are low may look to tests for guidance about

what and how to teach science. They may draw the unwarranted (invalid) inference

from children's ability to answer low-level test questions that their students are achieving

adequately in science. When confronted by ,:omplex, open-ended assessment questions,

they may respond by direct teaching of possible responses, thereby subverting the validity

of the assessment. Unfortunately, teachers with limited confidence in their ability to

teach science are not uncommon at the elementary level: Weiss (1987) reports that only

27 percent and 15 percent, respectively, believe themselves to be well qualified to teach

the life sciences and the physical or earth sciences, contrasted to 82 percent who

consider themselves well qualified to teach reading. The perceptions of these teachers

may be quite accurate since half of all elementary school teachers report never having

had any inservice education in science, and most have had few if any sc:ence courses in

college.

What might children learn from poorly constructed tests given by their teachers and

invalid interpretations of their test performance? One unforeseen consequence or

possible negative is that children may take the content of the test to represent science

and therefore be turned off from any further study of the subject, concluding. for

example, that science consists of nothing but a lot of facts and vocabulary words to

learn. Children (and their parents) might also conclude from their poor performance on

invalid tests that they lack the aptitude for science or scientific careers, that they "just

can't get it."
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The opposite problem could occur as well. For example, children might gain the

impression from their elementary school experiences that science is a series of fun,

informal activities where little is expected and all can succeed. Then, in middle/junior

high school, students are suddenly confronted with an explicit science curriculum,

difficult tests, a lot of mathematics, and perhaps a shared stereotype that science courses

are to rigorous for girls or those not mathematically inclined. An important value of

assessment in elementary science might he to let children know from the outset that

there is subject matter to he learned in science, skills to be acquired, better and worse

answers, and good and poor ideas -- that science is a curriculum area of the same kind

as reading or arithmetic. Students also may come to understand through science

assessments that science learning matters to their teachers and parents; indeed, perhaps

serious assessment and reporting of science learning could make it important to parents

and teachers.

Externally Man:lated Assessments

The low incidence of science in'`-uction in the nation's elementary schools complicates

the uses of assessment mandated for policy and accountability purposes. Although well-

conducted assessments can offer policymakers the information they heed to make

sensible decisions about programs and resource allocations, this is possible only if the

broader context is understood as given assessment results are interpreted.

Time for Science in Elementary School. One of the most important contextual factors is

the ,-Izarth of science instruction in elementary schools, as documented by recent studies.

For example, in the 1986 science assessment conducted by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP), teachers of third-grade students were asked how much

time thq spent teaching science compared to carrying out other classroom activities.

Approximately half the teachers at grade 3 reported spending one to two hours each

week providing science instruction, and another 21 percent reported spending even less

time than that (Mullis and Jenkins, 1988). Although questions can be raised about the

validity of responses provided by third-graders, their reports greed with those of their
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teachers on the small amount of class time devoted to science instruction. Eleven

percent of the third-graders reported never having a scielice lesson in school, and

another 13 percent stated that they had science classes less than once each week. These

NAEP data generally agree with the findings of the Report of the 1985-86 National

Survey of Science and Mathematics Education (Weiss, 1987), in which elementary school

teachers, K-3, reported spending an average of only 18 minutes per day teaching

science less than half the time spent on mathematics instruction and one-quarter the

time given to reading instruction in these early grades. The average amount of time

spent on science instructicr in grades 4-6 was 29 minutes, again less than the time spent

on reading and mathematics. Further, these estimates had not changed from those

provided by teachers in 1977 (Weiss, 1978).

Misuse of Test Results by Policymakers. The danger is that assessment will be

incorporated ink.° the nation's elementary schools either without the prerequisite

attention required to increase and improve instruction or in ways so divorced from

instruction as to render meaningless results. More and more, there is the temptation to

test now and ask questions later. For example, national and international science

assessments (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement,

1988; Mullis an'' Jenkins, 1988) have shown poor results for students in the United

States. Given the current lack of instruction, these findings should not be surprising

(Horn and Wal'berg, 1984). However, without careful consideration of the appropriate

use of assessment results, such negative findings may initiate a chain reaction that will

foster unintended consequences rather than improvea science instruction or

achievement.

Although broad-based assessment for monitoring purposes is entirely legitimate, invalid

inferences based on results from such assessments can lead policymakers to respond

inappropriately. For instance, if the reasons for low achievement results are not well

understood, the temptation may be tc treat the symptoms rather than the underlying

causes of the disease. Thus, it is considerably easier to focus legislation on increased

numbers of courses to he taken or more udent time to be spent on studying (e.g.,
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recent reforms in the areas of reducing absenteeism, strengthening hid chool

graduation requirements, and increasing homework) than to ensure that such legislation

results in greater rigor in instruction or needed changes in assessment (Clune, 1989). In

fact, it could be argued that, however well intended, legislative action that requires

additional instruction without providing adequate resources for teaching subject matter

content effectively may cause more harm than good. Requiring students to sit through

extra hours of misguided instruction may lead to student indifference , exacerbate

student dropout rates.

The Burden of Testing. Another consideration for policymakers is the amount of testing

going on in any given classroom. Consider the following developments: NAEP is

moving to state-representative assessments; other national or multinational studies are

now focusing on or including science tests in their surveys (e.g., the NAEP six-country

science study NELS:88); states are increasing mandates for science assessments (from

13 in 1984 to 29 in 1987; see Blank and Espenshade, 1988) added to existing state

reading, writing, and mathematics assessments, and local districts are followihe, suit.

Add to this that teachers, finding these large-sca'e tests unsuitable for their purposes,

carry out their own testing programs to track student progress and assign grades. At

least three problems are likely to arise as a consequence of the mounting number of

tests given. Two of these have to do with resources consumed by testing that may be

diverted from other purposes: first, a decrease in instructional time becat- e of time

given over to testing and, second, the increasing costs of test development,

administration, and analysis (testing is now a billion dollar industry). The third pra'em

has to do with potentially depressed test scores resulting from no real motivation or

inclination to perform well on tests that have no personal consequences.

1. A decrease in instructional time because of increased testing can take two

forms: the time required for the actual taking of the test(s) and the time

teach- rs use to prepare students for the test(s) if this is different from the

instruction they would provide otherwise: For tests intended to monitor

achievement levels of a large number of students where individual scores are
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not required, judicious sampling procedures and matrix administration of test

questions (Messick et al., 1983) can, taken together, considerably reduce total

student time consumed by testing. A potential drawback is that these testing

methods work best when tests are centrally administered, requiring individual

students to leave their classrooms and further disrupt their usual schedule. As

to teachers taking time from their own instructional programs to prepare

students for the test(s), this may become a growing problem as test scores are

used to reward or censure individuals or schools. However, if tests could be

developed and used despite the abundant difficulties discussed earlier -- that

come close to representing all the important goals of science education,

teaching to the test(s) would become good instructional policy.

2. Developing good tests is a labor-intensive activity likely to keep teachers,

administrators, and science and testing experts preoccupied while possibly

displacing effort and money that might better have gone into curriculum

planning, staff development, and other needed improvements. An alternative

though not necessarily a money-saving one ,s to use commercially available

standardized tests for monitoring and accountability purposes, but these tests

are unlikely to mirror the goals and curriculum of the state or the district and

therefore will provide only a general indicator of low-level skills. This is why

states that are ghiing strong curriculum guidance, like California, are also

investing considerable effort and resources in constructing assessments that

match their curricular goals. Whatever the investment at the test development

or test purchase end, there have to be resources invested at the other end in

analyzing the results, interpreting them, and reporting them. When state or

district testing is mandated without sufficient funds for analysis or reporting, as

is sometimes the case, the testing itself may be a waste of money. In any case,

the cost of all these functions associated with testing adds to the administrative

expenditures of schooling and may pull resources away from direct instruction.

3. A different sort of problem is the concern that students may not take seriously
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tests that have no consequences for them personally for example, neither

grades nor college admissions depend on the test results, individual test scores

are not revealed. Anecdotes by teachers on student attitudes and behaviors

while taking districtwide or statewide tests give some substance to this concern.

We know of no systematic study that has analyzed patterns of test item

responses from this perspective, but the effect is well known in survey research.

When questionnaires become too burdensomt., for respondents, they may not

complete them or give only perfunctory responses (Bradburn, 1979; Sharp and

Frankel, 1983; Sinaiko and Broedling, 1976). If this phenomenon is equally real

for test responses, it is likely to grow as students are required to take an

increasing number of tests for monitoring and accountability purposes.

Validity of Assessments for Policy Use. Beyond broad legislative reforms that may or

may not change for the better what happens in ,.., individual school, there are the effects

of high-stakes assessments discussed earlier. When policy actions that affect individual

schools, administrators, teachers, or students are taken on the basis of assessment

results, assessments become vex important. Teachers are more likely to teach to the

test, and it is naive to ask them to avoid doing so. Thus, the issue from an assessment

perspective is to improve the quality of such tests so as to make instruction based on

their content worthwhile. To achieve this goal, assessment developers and

administrators need to evaluate the validity of tests in light of the following criteria, as

should interpreters and users of ass( ssment results. (More specific questions that speak

to these criteria and that should be asked of science tests are given in Chapter III.)

l'Eco!ogical validity. Does the tc measure what educators care about? An

earlier section of this chapter points out the discrepancy between such

curricular goals of elementary science education as increased proficiency in

science tool use and in thinking skills that are difficult and costly to measure

and the overreliance on multiple-choice tests that are easy to administer and

score. Before embarking on assessment for monitoring or instructional

purposes, the goals of science education should be articulated and the
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assessment instrument(s) examined to determine if, indeed, the questioi,., ,,Lked

in the assessment reflect these goals.

2. Correct science content. Do the test items or assessment exercises represent

good science? A recent study by the National Academy of Sciences (Murnane

and Raizen, 1988) found that 5 to 10 percent of items on each of nine

commonly used science tests included inaccurate or misleading science

statements that decreased the usefulness of the test results. If an item is poorly

written, students may give the wrong aiwers for the right reasons (or for

reasons unrelated to science learning) or because an item's content is erroneous

or misleading. For example, Hein (1987) points out that students who

understood the scientific principles of ice melting missed this item on a

standardized test because the graphs were plotted inaccurately.

3. Reflecting science accurately. The content and format of a test sends a message

to students about how educators view the subject being tested. Most science

tests could readily be construed to mirror science as a wealth of dry, elaborate,

and unconnected details to be memorized by rote. Further, if students are

made to practice material resembling such test items either in preparation for

districtwide tests or in form of the quizzes appearing at the end of sections in

their textbooks, the message that science is boring, obscure, and irrelevant is

reinforced.

4. Cognitive style. In addition to being dull and uninspiring, tests may require

thinking or reasoning that is antithetical to scientific habits of mind. For

example, in the absence of knowing the right answer, random guessing ,,,ay he a

good test-taking strategy for some kinds of tests; conversely, thinking hard about

a problem may lead a student to question the "right" answer but give it anyway

because that will increase his or her test score. Moreover, tests may

inadvertently reflect the cognitive style stereotypically associated with the

sciences. There is some evidence that males and females may frame questions
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somewhat differently if no less rigorously (Cohen, .987), and that one's cultural

background can influence understanding about the relationship between

humankind and nature.

In short, if the assessment does not measure valuable content or if it contains
errors, the results should not be used for policy or instruction... decision-making.
Such results are invalid from the perspective of measuring what elementary
students have learned about science, and any int'rpretations based on them are
likely to be faulty. Interpretations will also he flawed if the referents used to
judge student learning are based on national norms created to rank students
rather than on the development of competencies important in understanding and
doing science. Action. ised on these misinterpretations risk being
inappropriate if not hmful, squandering resources or encouraging bad
teaching.

Assessing Science Programs

Educators and people concerned with educational policy have multiple goals for

elementary science education, yet they rely on a narrow and limited set of outcome

measures to assess its quality. If more comprehensive and alternative measures of

students' science learning were to be developed and used, as urged above, considerable

gains for students, teachers, and policymakers would be achieved.. But &-ld science

education is not limited strictly to outcomes. Educators, parents, and policymakers are

also concerned about the quality of children's day-to-day science experiences. This is

one reason assessments of science education should include measu,,, of what schools

are able to provide (e.g., whether they have time allocated and materials designed for

hands-on, inquiry-oriented science; whether school norms press children toward high

achievement and aspirations in science; and whether science teaching is provided by

individuals who are qualified, committed, elm,. tic, and eneoietic). Only with the

inclusion of such measures can science assessments be used to understand the quality of

children's science experiences in school.
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These features of school science programs also are important because pro:*.ram

characteristics shape students' learning outcomes in complex ways. For example, as Barr

and Dreeben (1985) have made elegantly clear, classroom experiences and interactions

are at the very heart of the educational enterprise. These can he linked to student

outcomes with some confidence. And, since classroom experiences take place within a

particular school, their quality is affected by the characteristics of the school. More

precisely, school characteristics create conditions that enable or constrain science

teaching and learning.

Assessments of school science programs, then, can provide information about
central features of science education -- features important to observe in order to
learn more about the circumstances in which particular outcomes are pr fluced.
If one neglects to consider school program characteristics as important diators
of inputs from outside the school (e.g., resources, state policies, and local district
policies) and as influences on classroom experience (and, through these,
children's science learning), an o%er simplistic portrayal of science education will
result.

Obviously, assessments of school science programs cannot possibly provid, .:1e complex

Ova researchers need to understand fully the relationships among program

characteristics and science outcomes. However, they can provide useful dues to

policymakers about problem areas and strengths. The challenge is to design assLssments

that provide the most central information with the least number of indicators.
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III. ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING

What to Assess

We have stated that valid assessment requires a clear definition of the goals anJ

contents of the curriculum: subject matter to he taught and the skills and competencies

students are expected to acquire. It should also consider what is known about how

children learn science.

Curriculum Content

For science in elementary school, consensus has been building on the goals, content, aud

nature of the curriculum. In the preceding chapter, noted that science education

should concern itself with three aspects of learning' and understanding science: knowing

important facts and constructs of science; gaining skills that characterize the doing of

science, including laboratory skills, skills needed in applying science methods, and

generic thinking skills; and acquiring the dispositions that incline individuals to a-1ply the

knowledge and skills they htte aquired to new situations. But defining these critical

aspects science learning is not enough. The knowledge and skills and dispositions

must be embedded in subject matter through \k hich they are to be taught, and the choice

of subject matter depends on its centrality to each field of science.

In parallel with our report on assessment, the Center has developed a Report On

Curriculum and Instruction. This report suggests that the elementary school science

curriculum be organized !round nine major concepts -- powerful explanatory constructs

that are applicable to science and techno!ogy and beyond and that accommodate

different developmental levels. The report defines these concepts and provides several

examples of appropriate teaching topics for each. To provide some substantive

reference for the succeeding discussion of assessment of student learning, we list the

concepts here: organization (or orderliness), cause and effect, systems, scale, m pdels,

change, structure and function, ariatioas (discontinuous and ':ontinuous properties), and



diversity. Short discussions and teaching examples that illustrate appropriate topics for

lower and upper elementary school for each of the organizing concepts are given in the

Appendix.

Learning,Science

In addition to addressing the goals and objectives of science education, the curriculum

and associated instructional strategies must consider what is known about how children

learn science. Cognitive scientists working in collaboration with scientists from the fields

of science and mathematics generally taught in school have shed light on several areas

relevant to teaching science and assessing science learning (Resnick, 1987).

The Child as a Maker of Theories. Studies in the areas of mathematics and science

have demonstrated that students cow t -uct their own views about how numbers behave

and how the natural world works, views that they bring to the classroom (Anderson and

Smith, 1983; Gentner and Gentner, 1983; McDermott, 1984; Stevens et al., 1979). 'These

views, however, do not necessarily correspond to the laws of mathematics and science

being taught in the classroom. Erlwanger's (1975) case study of Benny, a very bright,

motivated, and successful elementary school student, demonstrates how even the best

students carry around misunderstandings about numbers. Similar findings have been

made for several physical phenomena, as summarized in Murnane and Raizen (1988:59).

Students don't just "outgrow" the views they have formed. College students graduating

from well-rated institutions an many highly educated adults hold conception- of natural

laws that are at odds with scientific constructs. it takes patient elucidation over time

and opportunities for students to surfaLe their sell-constructed theories so that they can

test them against evidence (Driver and Oldham, 1986). If understanding is the goal,

then students need opportunities to develop that understanding through an accumulation

of knowledge gained from a combination of direct experience and knowledge from

experts (including the textbook and the teacher) and to consider whether their own

beliefs gained from prior experience are consistent with their new experiences afforded
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through classroom activities, with their own lines of inquiry, and with the canonical

explanations of scientists (Champagne et al., 1982).

If the world is dissonant with thfir beliefs, students begin the process of constructing

new understandings and beliefs. This is not something that happens in ten or fifteen

minutes. It takes time. It takes several trials. It takes talking with one's peers and the

teacher and consulting evidence provided in formal compilations. It requires multiple

observations, carefully done, and checking one's results against those of others. It takes

developing a disposition of open-mindedness and being willing to change one's mind in

the light of new evidence. This kind of learning takes place in a risk-free environment

where not knowing is considered the first step to acquiring knowledge.

Elementary school teachers who want to encourage an environment of inquiry have a

considerable advantage over teachers of older students. For one thing, young children

are innately curious; they enter school with hundreds of questions about how things

work. Second, they don't mind getting their hands dirty; they will happily "mess around"

with water and :arid and animals and chemicals. The teacher does not have to worry

about developing intellectual curiosity, rather, how to protect and nurture it; how to

prevent it from drying up and disappearing in an environment in which all too often

science education eoesn't begin with the child's beliefs and questions about the world

but with a list of technical words to barn and, later, formulaic applications of "scientific

laws." The implications for assessment are clear enough: Current tests must be changed

if they are not to reinforce the most sterile of science teaching.

Solving Problems and Higher-Order Thinking. Another line of research that has

implications for science learning and assessment has contrasted problem solving by

experts to problem solving by novices. Researchers have inferred that, given a problem

situation, "experts" in the area bring to bear a highly organized knowledge base that

allows them to see patterns and relationships not obvious to the novice and thus to solve

the problem efficiently (Larkin et al., 1980). In fact, what may be a difficult and novel

problem for the novice may be a routine one for the expert. Of importance in
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improving science instruction and assessment is understanding the structure of the

knowledge base that the expert brings to bear and how individuals come to acquire and

build such a knowledge base in a specific subject area. Does the close observation of a

given phenomenon over many days or even years, under different conditions, enable

them to understand the universals inherent in the phenomenon as cont-asted to the

surface features? Does this then allow experts to categorize a new problem and relate it

to the phenomena they know in a way that generates efficient solution approaches?

Does deep understanding of one area allow one to think metaphorically in other areas

that do not seem related on inspection of surface characteristics only?

Resnick (1987:3) has described some features of higher-order thinking that charactrize

problem solving in science (as well as in other fiLlds):

Higher-order thinking is nonalgorithmic. That is, the path of action is
not fully specified in advance.

Higher-order thinking tends to he complex. The total path is not
"visible" (mentally speaking) from any :ingle vantage point.

Higher-order thinking often yields multiple solutions, each wits. costs and
benefits, rather than unique solutions.

Higher-order thinking involves nuanced judgment and interpretation.

Higher-order thinking involves the application of multiple criteria, which
sometimes conflict with one another.

Higher-order thinking often involves uncertainty. Not everything that
bears on the task at hand is known.

Higher-order thinking involves self-regulation of the thinkih,_ process.
We do not recognize higher order thinking in an ines.iduzu when
someone else "calls the plays" at every step.

Higher-order thinking involves imposing meaning, finding structure in
apparent disorder.

Higher-order thinking is effortful. There is considerab!2 mental work
involved in the kinds of elaborations and judgments required.
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Research studies on problem-solvirg and higher-order thinking, as well as research on

the knowledge children bring to the science classroom, point to the need to pursue z-

given topic ,-;1- phenomenon in depth. Murnane and Raizen (1988:125) state:

At present, there is art emerging literature that relates the depth of coverage of
subject matter to student understanding of the content (Glaser, 1984; Sizer, 1984).
Deeper, more complex coverage of concept or set of concepts increases the
opportunity for students to be engaged in effective complex problem solving (Chi et.
al., 1981; Resnick, 1987). Not surprisingly, these researchers have also found that
people's capacity to understand and remember new information in an area is related
to prior leve' of understanding of the area, and that experts in a field approach
the solution of problems differently and more efficiently than do novices. This
discussion suggests that the depth of coverage of material in a curriculum is an
important aspect of its quality

Problem Solving and Collaboration. Scientit:c inquiry in the real world is seldom done

in isolation. Students working as problem solvers should have the experience of working

in small teams as well as individually. They should be able to collaborate on developing

approaches and question one and other's interpretations, testing individual ideas against

those of others in the group. In this way, students are able to sharpen their

communication skills in the context of working with a real problem related to a scientific

phenomenon. Cooperative/collaborative learning could be used at least part of the time

for observing scientific phenomena, soling multistep problems, and designing and

conducting experiments. This implies that testing, as well, should at times probe the

work of student groups.

An apt illustration is the "paper-towel test" carried out by students at the Shad) Hill

School in Cambridge, Massachusetts (personal communication, Sally Crissman, August

15, 1988) A class of fifth-grJers was asked by a fictitious restaurant owner to

recommend the best brand of paper towel to use in his restaurant. The children,

working in groups, designed and carried out various tests: price, taking into account the

cost of a single roll, the number of sheets per roll, sheet length, ply, and area per roll;

absorbency (mls of waier absorbed per sheet); dry strength (number of rubs per towel);

and wet strength (grams supported by a wet towel). They recorded and graphed their
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findings and wrote their recommendations based on interpretations of their data, to the

restaurant owner. The group reports exhibited a considerable Inge of quality and

depth. The teacher was able to glean much a..ditional information by watching how the

groups of students worked, made decisions, resolved problems of methodology, and so

on. She made these observations part of the assessment record by noting them in her

journal.

Implications. Several clear messages emerge from this deepening understanding of how

effective science learning takes pine. The first message is that:

Less is more.

Effective science teaching takes time. It is important for students to be able to
ask genuine questions, conduct genuine inquiry, and be guided to find answers
and not let the teacher be the only question-asker in the classroom. To make
this kind of science teaching possible, the curriculum needs to concentrate on a
few areas deeply rather than on a lot of areas superficially.

Does a commitment to depth define the "ideal curriculum"? Unfortunately, it does net.

Developing a framework with cogent examples -- the Center's or an alternative is still

necessary. But even as substantive choices are made, a commitment to depth does send

a message about the characteristics of a good curriculum. It changes the emphasis Crom

one concerned with spanning a large domain of knowledge to one concerned with deep

understanding. It argues for thorough treatment of whatever is studied and for

providing every opportunity for students to deepen their understanding of scientific

constructs appropriate to their level, and to hone the laboratory and thinking skills that

will allow them to pursue science questions with increasing rigor.
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A second message concerns the role of tl,e learner in the educational process:

Responsibility for learning is shared between learner and teacher.

As Murnane and Raizen (1988:74) summarize:

Recent research in cognitive science (Resnick, 1983) and the growing acceptance of
generative or constructionist psychology (Osborne and Wittrock, 1983; Watts and
Gilb..:t, 1983) further highlight the importance of the student in the learning
process. The current view of the student learner is one who actively constructs his
or her own meaning, rather than serving as a passive receptacle of the leac.ier's
transmitted information. The constructionist's view of the learner places great
importance on the prior knowledge of the student and the nature of the learning
activities in which the student engages. Because learners have some control over
the nature and quality of their efforts, some of the responsibility for learning
outcomes shifts from the teacher to the student.

A third message deals with the relationship Oetween learning factual knowledge and

developing higher-order thinking skills:

Different types of learning are not hierarchical; the acquisific of facts and
structuring of a knowledge base goes hard in hand with learning how to apply
knowledge, h-,w to reason and solve problems.

There are important implications for the assessment of science learning in these

messages. Assessment, if it is to reflect what students are expe J to have learned,

needs to be grounded in the intended curriculum and in the instruction that precedes

the assessment. Further, if the development :gher-order thinking skills is an

important goal of the science curriculum, the . iuisite -ffort must be invested to create

assessment exercises and strategies that truly probe for these skills, and the time must be

taken for adequate administration of the new forms of tests and for the analysis and
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reporting of results.

How to Assess

What kinds of assessments would foster curricula and instruction that focus on science

understanding and development of the tool use and thinking skills characteristic of

science? Before addressinv, this question, we summarize various points made earlier on

the current state of tesL-irig. One thing is certain: Fundamental changes are needed in

both classroom testing and broad-scale assessments.

Testing Today

The present state of testing, in the classroom and out, i:. discouraging. Resnick

(1987:34) holds dr, "most current tests favor students who have acquired lots of 'actual

knowledge and do little to assess either the coherence ar, i utility of that knowledge or

the students' ability to use it to reason, solve problems, and the like." She points out

that, if high test scores are the objective, such tests will decrease emphasis on the

teaching of higher-order skills and, instead of continued use of such tests, she calls for

assessments that rather than fixed answers will require techniques that themselves

depend on jut _ment and that are open to alternative interpretations." More broadly,

she concludes that assessment alternatives must be developed that are core suited to

the goal of teaching higher-order thinking (Resnick, 1987:47).

Broad-Scale Testing. Educators in school districts that have been recognized for the

excellence of their K-6 science programs (Penick, 1983) also have expressed concern

about current tests and the extent to which they assess what students are learning in

inquiry-based, hands-on science classrooms. A summary of a recent conference on

elementary science education that discussed innovative programs agreed that

standardized achievement tests are not adequate for assessing what elementary students

learn in - i science programs and urged development of improved tests and alternative

evaluati( . chniques (National Science Resources Center, 1986).
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As noted, the great attraction of multiple-choice testing is that this format represe-its an

economical means for assessing extent of factual knowledge since test responses can be

scored rapidly, reliably, and relatively cheaply (Murnane and Raizen, 1988). The

efficiency and reliability of all multiple-choice tests becomes particularly attractive for

large-scale assessments. Whether all students are to be tested (as in some statewide or

districtwide assessments) or results from a representative sample of students are to be

generalized over a large population (as in NAEP or IEA), time constraints, response

burden, and costs of test administration and analysis drive asse:,sments toward t:aditional

formats.

Teacher-Made Tests. Unfortunately, the use of multiple-choice or short-answer test

formats tir.t can be scored objectively is not limited to the sort of large-scale

assessments where alternative forms of testing are most difficult to carry out. Bloom,

(1984:13) writes that "teacher-made tests (and standardized tests) are largely tests of

....remembered information it is estimated that over ninety percent of test questions the

U.S. public school students are now expected to answer deal with little more than

information. Our instructional material, our classroom teaching methods, and our

testing methods rarely rise above the lowest category of the [Bloom] taxonomy

knowledge."

A recent study (Dorr-Bretnme and Herman, 1986) found that teacher-made tests,

together with teacher observations and judgments, play a large role in influencing what

hipper to a student. Externally mandated tests are not unimportant since they are

often used for initial student placement. But more critical are the techniques used by

the classroom teacher to assess student achievement and performance because they

govern a variety of decisions that impinge directly on students -- what curriculum

sequences individuals will he exposed to: the educational experiences they will have;

assignment to classrooms; chances at further education; and grades and related

information reported to parents, prospective employers, and colleges and universities.

The authors conclude that "the various teacher-designed strategies of achievement
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assessment cumulatively shape students' learning environment, academic self-concept,

educational status, and (ultimately) their socio-economic opportunities (p. 104)."

Yet, despite the importance of the assessments carried out by them, teachers are hardly

prepared for this critical function. Studies going back 20 years (Ebel, 1967) and carried

out more recently (Fleming and Chambers, 1983) have documented the inadequacies of

teacher-made tests: a variety of commonly occurring errors, a preponderance of short-

answer questions that emphasize memorization of facts, and a lack of question- that

require knowledge application or other higher-order thinking skills. These findings are

to be expected considering the poor preparation that teachers receive in this area. For

the most part, neither their undergraduate education nor their practice

teaching/internships, nor even subsequent in-service programs treat testing Lnd

assessment skills as an important competency that teachers need to acquire. (Coffman,

1983; Rudman et al., 1980; Woellner, 1979; Yeh et al., 1981). For example, a recent

survey (Dorr-Bremme and Herman, 1986:105) found that only about one fifth of the

teachers responding "received staff development related to selection and construction of

good tests or in use of test results to improve instruction."

This sort of information on the quality of tests and other assessrwmt strategies

constructed and used by teachers for their own purposes is disquieting. It appears that

these tests and assessments are no better at probing highly valued but hard-to-assess

outcomes of science education than the short-answer tests constructed for efficient use

with large numbers of students. Of cour-,c, Leachers who are insecure in their knowledge

of sckiice and lack experience Leaching it are likely to f-el the need to stick closely to

textbook facts. These teachers can hardl) be expected to develop imaginative science

tests, no matter what their training in general testing skills. Nevertheless, we agree with

Dorr-Bremme and Herman (1986:105-106) that "it seems worth considering just how

qualified today's teachers are to be developers of the tests that most affect students'

lives. How effective are teacher generated tests in revealing insufficiencies in individual

students' learning? How valid are they as measures of student achieveme "? How do

teachers decide how often to test? How skilled are elementary school teachers at
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analyzing the commercial curriculum embedded tests that they frequently use? Similar

questions .-:an also be raised about teacher skills in making observation- and interaction-

based judgments of children's learning."

Characteristics of Assessments of the Future

In our view, an assessment of science learning, whether for use by the classroom teacher,

by a district or state, or at the national policy level, is authentic only if it matches the

curricular and instructional goals of science education as they have been briefly outlined

above. What would such assessments look like?

Assessments would match exemplary instruction. Assessment exercises would
be indistinguishable from good instructional tasks.

Exercises would include hands-on performance tasks to allow students to
demonstrate their proficiencies in laboratory and science thinking; skills.

Assessments would strive to probe the child's depth of understanding as well as
mastery of a body of knowledge.

The emphasis would he on both the approach and the product, on how an
answer was obtained or a hands-on activity carried out, and on the "correctness"
of that answer or performance.

In Great Britain, current reforms in assessment are designed to address both the need

for monitoring and the improvement of instruction in an assessment approach that

should be considered in this country. "Fhe various strategies to be employed include

both formal and informal means of assessment, for example, notes kept by teachers on

their observations of student discussions, profiles of student performance over time,

structured exercises and examinations, and standardized tasks administered to students

one in one or in small groups (Department of Education and Science and the Welsh

Off:N, 1987). In addition, teachers are encouraged to arrange for students to

demonstrate to outside audiences the PTA, other teachers and student groups, school

author:ties -- what they have learned and can do in science. The use of mixed

assessment strategies accompanied by quite specific teacher training represents a serious
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effort to incorporate the features we suggest for assessments of the future,

Assessments That Match Instruction. Recently, several example..., of the British

approach to assessment have been published. Lock and Davies (1987:277-279) describe

the Oxford Certificate of Educational Achievement (OCEA) philosophy used to assess

students from ages 11 to 16. The teaching, learning, and assessment of science are

closely interwoven activities, and the teacher may switch from one to the other as the

need arises. For example, when a student demonstrates inability to carry out a specific

laboratory task during an assessment, the teacher may want to turn to instruction and

defer completion of the assessment until the student has remedied this deficiency. To

illustrate in the context of the science class example that introduces this report:

After several weeks of working with seeds, Ms. Lopez wants to assess whether the
children have developed good ideas about testing factors that are important in plant
germination and growth. As the children set up various conditions, silt notes that some
are having difficulty weighing soil and solid fertilizer and measuring water and liquid
fertilizer. She takes time out to work with the children on these skills until they nave
mastered them.

Ms. Lopez uses assessment in a formative manner to shape instruction, as do teachers in

the OCEA scheme. Evaluations of student performance are based on evidence drawn

from several sources -- direct observation, discussions with students, and written work.

Obviously, all these are also important aspects of teaching and learning. Another

dimension of this approach is that, like instruction, assessment is not limited to one

point in time; students have several opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge and

proficiencies and can do so in different contexts, an_ igous to the way good instruction

proceeds.

Hands-On Work. Assessment and testing procedures designed in the context of the

British work on Assessment of Performance Units (1984-1985) have emphasized

performance on "practical" (or hands-on) tasks. Incorporating such tasks in assessment

procedures highlights the importance of the laboratory and application component of

school science and, it is hoped, will influ;mce the science curriculum to include more of
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these activities. Woolnough and Al !sop (1985) suggest that three roles for laboratory

and applied work are valid:

(a) Developing Nactical skills and techniques

(h) Problem-solving in a scientific way

(c) Developing a feel for phenomena

The reason for the emphasis on hands-on activities and, later on, more formalized

laboratory is the interplay between factual knowledge, understanding of scientific

constructs, and practical work. Carrick (1987) notes that "observation is greatly

influenced by the .onceptual framework of the observer. At the same time, experience

of practical work helps pupils to understand what they are learning. According to

Woolnough and Al lsop they build up 'tacit knowledge' as well as more formal or

'explicit understanding'." For example, the children in Ms. Lopez's class could study

seed dispersion through illustrations in a hook. But by collecting seeds from the

environments where they occur naturally and by observing them blow and flutter in the

wind, adhere to clothes, scatter on the ground, and he ea'en by birds, children are able

to develop their own experiential knowledge of seed distribution and matching

dispersion structures.

The development of practical skills ahJ techniques and of problem solving in a scientific

way can be probed through approl,rite assessment tasks. As in tests of factual

knowledge, howev it will be important to guard against allowing assessment of hands-

on activities to become trivial and purposeless. Rather, patterns of performance

assessment of practical and science thinking skills need to correspond to the best

practice in teaching these skills.

Probing the Student's Understanding. Prior knowledge that students bring to science

instruction can facilitate or impede further learning. For example,

before beginning the sa-ds unit, Ms. Lopez had invited the class to talk about seeds by
asking: "What are some examples of seeds?" The children were eager to contribute
ideas and called nut: beans, acorns, nuts, corn nuts, raisins, radishes, peppy seeds,
potatoes, flower seeds, peanuts, and other answers. All the answers were listed on the
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board. The teacher mentally noted which of the children hung back -- some might he
shy, some might be unsure of what a seed is. Later, she would find other, unobtrusive
ways to probe the understanding of some of these children individually. For the class as
a whole, Ms. Lopez was gratified by the predictable enthusiasm and intere.st the children
showed. Though they didn't know just why she asked them such a question, they were
happy to go along.

She noted sonzething interesting about the set of answers they had given: the
children seemed to associate seeds with things they ate. She thought she could
build on that when she was ready to introduce the idea of seeds as having
concentrated energ to help plants grow. The children also seemed to associate
seeds with plants. But their conception of seeds had limitations. The teacher made
a mental note to bring a coconut to school, a pine cone, and some peppercorns.
She wisely refrained from the ten:plat:on to add any suggestions of her own to the
1;51 at this time, but the diversity of seeds was something the class needed to work
on.

When the 15-minute activity was finished, Ms. Lopez 116.1 !one several things. She
knew what the children understood in a general way, and s. had some hints about
which ones might require some extra help later on. She also perceived which
children seemed to have a lot of ideas, and later, when the children would work in
small groups, .she would by to have each group include one of the.se children. She
had identified some 'hooks" to the children's own understandings and experiences
that she could capitalize on later. All this, and the children didn't even know it
was an "asses.sment"! At the end of the day, Ms. Lopez jotted down some informal
observations On index ccrils for many of the children. When the time came to
assign grades, these informal notes would be important.

Students' beliefs about physical phenomena often can be discmered by asking students

to draw or otherwise ,Aicate shat they thought was happening or would happen under

certain conditions. TeacheN sometimes mistakenly beliee that, because their students

provide correct answers to multiple-choice tests, they understand the scientific

explanations underlying the phenomena m question. A weiklesigned test assessing

depth of understanding would provide opportunities for students' beliefs that differ from

canonical scientific knowledge to surface through the use of probes asking students to

explain what they were thinking when they gave certain explanations (Almy and Genishi,

1979). The knowledge being gained about students' prior beliefs -- the areas in which

-tudents hold on to their experiential knowledge in the face of instruction that provides

explicit canonical scientific explanations -- should provide a rich source of ass, mem

questions. (See /helm and Novak, 1983, for several volumes of studies on scientific
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"misconceptions" in a variety of areas.)

Two very Jiff: rent examples may prove illustrative. The first of mese concerns a

computer simulation unit called ThinkerTuols developed by White and Horwitz (1987)

to enable children to understand the laws of motion. The instructional techniques were

designed to facilitate four key stages of knowledge acquisition: motivation, inductive

learning, abstraction, and transfer. A computer-generated, simplified microworld was

created as a way to teach sixth graders the basic constructs and laws of Newtonian

mechanics, a major area of tenaciously held "misconceptions." The students had science

class every school day for 45 minutes, and the ThinkerT-Jols curriculum occupied the

entire class period. The curriculum took two months to complete. The evaluation

included a 13-item transfer test of the underlying principles to real-world contexts.

Students in the Thinker Tools curriculum, who had been able to test their beliefs against

the evidence provided by the microworld, averaged 11.2; students in the control g;oup

average(' 7.6. Short interviews with students demonstrated considerable differences in

depth of understanding of Newtonian mechanics between the Thinker Tools student itel
the control group.

The work by Champagne et al. (1980.10-11) also holds dromise for interesting

assessment strategies. Two types of tasks were developed: the DOE (Demonstiat

Observe, and Explain) task and the Con SAT (Concept Structuring Analysis TeAnigoe)

task. The work also included systematic observation of students as they planned,

executed, and analyzed experiments. In each case, the task is not a stand alone

assessment exercise; the subject matter for the task is chosen in conjunction with 01.;

science topic being taught at the time. The main purpose to gain information on the

knowledge base students bring to the science topic, how this knowledge be is

structured, and how students apply it.

The DOE tasks were administered in a group setting. In the DOE task, students were

asked to predict the result of a demonstration and the basis on which the prediction was

made. Students recorded what they observed in the 'emonstration and noted any
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inconsistency between the prediction and the observation, attempting to explain how

they might resolve the inconsistency.

The ConSAT task as originally designed provided information about a student's

understanding of the technical terms of mechanics, specifically their definitions and

relations to each other. The ConSAT task was administered individually. The student

was given a stack of cards, each with one term on it that a physicist might use to

describe the motion of an object (kinematics) or to explain the cause of ob.e.rved

motion (dynamics). Sixteen terms were used: mass, weight, volume, density, object, time,

distance, speed, pcsition, velocity, acceleration, force, pressure, work, energy, power.

The students read each term aloud and decided if they recognized it. If they did, 'hey

were asked to define the term. Unrecognized terms were set aside. When all terms

were sorted and the recognized terms defined, students arranged the recognized terms

on a large sheet of paper in a way that showed how they "think about 'hem." When

students completed :e arrangement of the terms, they were asked to explain why the

terms were arranged in that way and to specify the relations among individual terms or

groups of terns. Finally, students reviewed the unrecognized to Any term that they

now recognized was defined and placed in the structure. It seems quite conceivable to

adapt both this task and the DOE tasks for use in as' ssment.

The following might represent a concept structuring task for Ms. Lopez's seed unit:

Materials: (The specimens for this task can be coil,:cted by students as they do
activities on seeds.)

1. A set of cards or plastic envelopes each with an intact seed and a dissected
seed with parts attached. Dissected parts should include the seed coat and
cotyledons.

2. A set of cards or plastic envelopes consisting of subsets composed of groups
of four. Each subset includes a se( d, a plant, a blossom, and a fruiting
body from a single species. The sets preferably would contain dried
specimens, but pictures are satisfactory.

3. A set of c.irds consisting of subset', of ca, 'Is in pairs. Each pair includes a
card showing an animal and a seed that it eats or transports.
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The assessment task is for the student to select cards or envelopes from the
individual sets or combinations of the three sets arrange them in a way that
shows something the student has learned about is.

Possible arrangements include:

Sorting seeds into groups according to
size
color
mode of dispersion
structural adaptation for dispersion

wings
hooks
fluff
weight
digestibility of the seed coat

where co:lected

Sorting plant parts according to species and arranging plants and parts to show
the reprcductive cycle

Matching structural adaptations of the seeds with the animals that disperse
them (for example, a cherry matched with a blue .;ay and a photograph of bird
spore with an intact cherry seed).

Two important dimensions 4 assessments designed to probe the depth of students'

understandings in science are time and the type of answer that is acceptable.

Appropriate assessment questions or exercises would largely be based on ilk -Kinds of

understandings that students are expected to have developed after sustaii.ed exposure tt-

a scientific domain, including opportunities to collect evidence _nd quLsjon their owl

beliefs. That clearly implies that some assessment activities would take placL oi,er

longer time than that of a typical class test. Students should have many opportunities to

produce appropriate behaviors so as to enable them to use feedback (both self-feedback

and that received from the assessor) to refine t sir performances.

Probing for depth of understanding a!:,o means asking essential questions ones that
seek to get at the core of a discipline. In science, that implies asking some questions

that may have multiple soiutit;] paths and more than one answer and pos g disorderly
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situations where "the pruulem to he solved" is not prespecified and students may have to

conduct their own investigations.

Attending to the Process of Problem Solving. Carey and Shave lson (1988) point out the

importance of tracking the process by which a student obtains an answer to a problem,

because how the answer was derived may be more important than whether the "correct"

answer was given. Several attempts at a solution may be necessary before a successful

one is found, and often this trial process is more significant than the mechanical

application of formulaic solutions that often characterize multiple-choice acnievement

tests. Real-world problems, argue the authors, are difficult because they require

representation of the problem, goal setting, and planning the ,..)lutions, sometimes

repeating these steps several times and compai ing alternative at proaches. Relatively

routine substitutions of numbers into formulae represent the last and sometimes easiest

step in ariiving at an answer. Therefore; "problem solving steps and the conceptions

underlying them should be assessed more fully and efficiently than at present because of

their importance in mathematics and science activities (p. 2I3)."

Both in Britain and in this country, assessment strate&,es have 1),-,en adcated that allow

students (and teachers whose students take part in large-scale assessments) sorr, choice

in the problems to be addressed. The elemen, of choice has important ramifications for

the depth/breadth issue discussed above. Giv ing students (or teachers) a choice in the

pi-oblems a student will be asked to solve acknowledges the fact that not everything has

to be co%ered. A premium is placed on depth of coverage on problems with mary

parts (some well structured, others badly structured) that require d -nth

understanding.

Attention also should be paid to the process by which a chi.0 se:s up and solves a

problem. in traditional test, students are given the problem and asked to solve it.

Sometimes the most difficult part is "setting up the problem," weeding out the

extraneous information and figuri,hg out v1 hat problem needs to be solved and whl

information is needed to solve it. R _cent work in dynamic assessment (Campione and
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Brown, 1987; Feuerstein et al., 1087) suggests that, if a child is having difficulty setting

up a problem, the assessor could have available a series of probes and questions that

might help a student determine how to approach the problem. In this sort of procedi:i e,

the role of the teacher or assessor is to ascertain how much help the child needs before

he or she can solve a problem. The instructor provides the minimal amount of

scaffolding necessary for the student to be able to solve problems. This process is also

described by Collins et al. (in press) in a recent paper on cognitive scaffolding.

Two less imp,otant b it still significant aspects of problem solving should also be

asst sed from time to 'ime: the degree of precision a child uses and whether a child

checks his or her work. Again, multiple assessment strategies and several different

assessments are appropriate as students build competence in these skills.

Criteria for Choosing Tests and Exercises

We have tried to establish the premises and portray the philosophy and spirit that

should guide formal assessment, whether conducted for purposes of improving

instruction or monitoring performance. What do these premises and philosophy imply

for the selection of assessment exercises and instiuments? in the next section, we
elaborate oil t, four genera! criteria given in Chapter II for evaluating tests. We
illustrate these criteria with specific questions distilled from the preceding discussion,

through which teachers and principals may want to screen tests.

Questions to ASK about Tests. We concern ourselves here not i%ith the psychometric

properties of tc,ts 1, ,It with their substance. The first six of the followin::, questions were

originany suggested by Akers (1)84:34-35 as quoted in Shavelson et al., 1988:149) for

mathematics textbooks. They are equally appropriate for science curriculum materials

ce tests; in fact, these sorts of questions might we'1 he asked about the

classroom instruction provided in science classes as well.
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1. Are there problems that require students to think about and analyze
situations? Akers suggests that as ar alternative to word problems that
require simple computations, textbooks (read "tests") should include same
thought problems. For example, Ms. Lopez's students, who are also
learning addition and subtraction, might be asked to evaluate statements
according to whether they make sense, for example, "we have 25 seeds; 12
are different and 15 are duplicates" or "we have 8 different kinds of _xeCs; 4
kinds are eaten by people, and 6 kinds are eaten by birds."

i. Does the test feature sets of problems that call for more than one step .n
arriving at a solution ?

3. Are problems with more than one correct solution included?

4. Are there opportunities for students to use their own data and create their
own problems?

5. Are students encorraged to use a variety of approaches to solve a problem?
For example, Ms. Lopez might ask at the initiation of the seed unit:
"Where can we look for seeds to bring to class?"

6. Are there assessment exercises tF enconrage students to estimate their
answers and to check their results.

For science specifically, A 'e would add:

1. Is the science information given in the problem story and elicited in the
answer accuia.e?

8. Is there opportunity for as ing shins (both in the rise of science tools and
in science thinking) through scme exercises calling for hands-on activitic_3?

9. Are there exercises included in the oNerall assessment strategy that ne...fi to
be carried out over time?

10. Are there problems with purposely missing or mistaken information that
ask students to find the errors or critique the way the problem is set up?
(What is wrong? What is difficult?)

11. Are there opportunities for students t-, make up their owa
questions/problems or designs (for example, design a seed that has mo _

than one dispersal f,!ature)?
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We invite readers to make up their own examples of seed unit problems and assessment

exercises that illustrate some of these 11 characteristics.

If teachers have insufficient time to create or search for acceptable assessment problems

and exercises, at the very least, they can look at he end-of-chapter quizzes or the tests

at the hack of the book and use them as the starting point for assessing in some

different modes. Multiple-choice questions can he converted to open-ended questions.

Moreover, the questions in the hooks could serve as the basis for essay questions,

discussiorc/ ct,,tversations, drawings or other representations of ideas, and the

develop ,.1-11 by children and teachers alike of more interesting problems following some

of the suggestions made above,

Improving Informal Assessment. Much -- probably most of the information teachers

use to guide their instructional decision making comes not from formal is but from

informal classroom observations. There are ways of doing such observations better and,

at die name time, increasing the credibility of these observations as a source of

information for markint, and grading, ,mmunicating with parents, and so on. First,

these observations should he somewhat systematic that is done regularly. Teachers

ngi-" -arry around a packet of index cards to jot down obse ations on what particular

students do from time to time. They night .-spend a few minutes at the end of each day

(at the very least, every few days) to file those LsLrvations for future retrieval.

Teachers should he alerted to the human tendency to note the atypical and neglect the

commonplace (Alms and Genishi, 1979). Routine observations are of value. It is also

important that informal observations syste atically cover all the children i-- 'the

classroom. In short, teachers should he scientific observers.

After the "seed walk," Ms. Lopez assessed the differences- in the children's
understandings and eagerness to talk about the seeds tlu-y had collected. She noted

cLidre:: easily made observations and which ones had more difficulty. She kept
track of which children made the more obvious statements goat .she had anticipated and
which ones came ur with unusual or unapected response,. She nob which children
seenie, comfortable using the lens for examining their seeas and hich ones seemed
more awkward.
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As she planned the group activities for the next day, Ms. Lopez used her notes to
place children in groups of twos and threes. Her gc-:l wcL to group children so that
they would prompt one another's inquiry. She put shy children with more talkative
one. She paired children who seemed inore skillful at making observations with
those who had more trouble. She put children who seemed certain of their
statements with those who asked difficult questions. She organized a "seed journal"
activity for those children who said they' wanted to work with their seeds by
themselves..

In short, Ms. Lopez used her assessment of the differences among children to form
groups that would work together most productively on the expbrations and
observations that would come next.

Informal observations on the face of it seem more valid -- less artificial and
contrived -- than more formal, written measures. Unfortunately, they may also,
on the face of it, appear less reliable. Reliability comes through replication.
Mu:tip Ie-choice tests are reliable in part because they are standardized across
learners, but also in part because they involve the summation of many
independent pieces of information, the responses to the many items. The sa-n
principle can be used to enhance the reliability and the status of informal
observations. By aggregating over multiple occasions, reliability can be
increased. Validity will be highest when such multiple observPlons also in,,alve
a degree of "convergence" or "triangulation," a synthesis of evidence from
different contexts, employing different modes of representation.

If a child makes drawings illmtrating an idea, talks about it, sets up a relevant

experiment, and the like, the teacher's confidence can be high that the scientific

construct or principle hos been assimilated. To the extent that science is integrated into

the curriculum, with common themes carried across content areas, opportunities for such

convergent validation increase. For example, a unit on astronomy can be tied to the

early explorers' use of celestial navigation; a unit on weather or geography tied

to social studies; graphs or word problem, ri mathematics can he tied to regularities in

natural rhenomena observed during science study. It is important that students, parents,

whet Leachers, school administrators, and public officials understand criteria that govern

assessmenz; using informal means. OCEA (Lock and Davies, 1987), for example, "does

not remove the teacher's personal viewpoint, [bat] it does place the assessment criteria
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in the public domain. Both teacher and student -.re employing the same set of rules and

these may be displayed on the laboratory wall for all to see."

Both forma, and informal asses ,nent strategies need to be part of an ongoing process

that, over time, provides a profile of a student's progress within a grade and throughout

the years of school. Taken -,s a whole, therefore, the various forms of assessment should

provide information on a student's science knowledge and on the competencies acquire

-- both mental and in the use of science tools -- to design and carry out inquiries in

science. Obviously, not any one tesL will be able to address all these knowledge arid

skills competencies adequately, which is why we urge multiple assessment approaches.

Using Assessments in

Elementary Science Education

Using Information from Assessments

We concentrate here on the use of assessment that matters most -- how to make science

instruction more effective in the classroom. We conceive assessment to be a continuum

serving formative and summative purposes, using methods that range from t1-1,:: informal

to the formal.

Ongoing monitoring to find out what students know and the ability to use this
monitoring as a basis for shaping instruction is woven throughout Ms. Lopez's
instructional ,..ctivities about the seeds at the individual, group, and class levels.
For example, individual students were asked to keep journals ongoing records not
only of student ability to make observations and communicate information but of
growth in concepts and understanding about seeds. In addition to each studouls
written record, the "What We . iw About Seeds" chart was updated at regular
intervals. Thus, after each activity, the students were encouraged to add to the
chart -- not only a variety of -fs about seeds but understandings related to the
nine organizing concepts that strucNte the elementary science curriculum in Ms.
Lopez's s,7hool. For example, even initially after bringing in the seeds and surveying
the c'ass collection, students might have noticed that thPre ate many different kinds
of seeds (diversity) or that sometimes it is hard to tell what "is" and "isn't" a seed
(organization) or that seeds grow into plc, (change, .s2 ,t:In a
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After their walk, they may have enhanced their understanding Gl the complexity of
how seeds might be organized by discussing any differences between the seeds they
found on the walk and the ones they had found where tney lived. Such discussion,
of location, size, transportability "inside fruit or shells" or "blown by the wi- d"
compared to "on bagels" or "those that stuck to the socks" could also lead to
understandings about structure and function as well as sharpening awareness about
observations, the range of 'data" being collected about the seeds, and how the data
might be organized.

Finally, Ms. Lopez had many additional opportunities for evaluating growth of
understanding for individual students or groups of students. Each student gave an
oral presentation about a seed he or she had found and examined, participated in
a group that was asked to write, graph, or confer with her, and shared in whole-
class activities where each student question or statement was an indication of
progress (or lack of progress). Ms. Lopez was interested in several different types of
understanding: Did the children develop an understanding of the role of seeds and
their various properties in propagating plants and in providing food for animals and
humans? More important, did they develop an understanding of some of t' ,e nine
principles that had been illustrated through the study o, seeds? Were they more
adept at using a lens and at meast.ring length, weight, and volume? And did they
(.evelop some sense of systematic observation, recording, and analysis of data as
tney zollected seeds, organized their collection, and germinated the seeds? As Ms.
Lopez kept notes on the progress of individual children and the class as a whole,
she developed the source material that would enable her to make more formal
assessments to he reported in report cards, to 9arcnts, and -- for the class as a
whole -- to Mr. Sandowski, the 3rd grade teacher.

Short-Term Assessment. In the context of elementary science, ongolog formative
evaluation is integral to good instruction and may comprise the bulk of the
assessment activity -- partic.!2rly in the primary grades. Such assessment is
important before, during, and after instructional units.

Before Instruction. As illustrated earlier, assessment preceding a particular area of

study can be useful to determine what students may all .ady know about the content and

skills involved. Understanding students' prior knowledge both establishes the range of

current understanding among students and provides a context for ensuing instruction.

For example, in beginning a unit of study on weather, teachers may first ask students

what words they know to describe weather phenomena. Such a brainstorming session

can inform the teacher and motivate the children, pal ticJarly if used . c,)njunction 1\r 11
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effective questioning strat gies that require students to make predictions and explore

relationships among important constructs (see the DOE task described above).

Discussions that focus on students' existing state of understanding can inform instructio,,

in several ways. A, noted, students prior beliefs may be revealed and subsequently used

to determine wl'ere to begin instruction, what kinds of activities to select, and what facts

and constructs to emphasize. Teachers can also learn more about what types of

instructional strategies may he required 1,e.g., hands-on, discussion, or investigative

projects). Such preassessment may also indicate how best to group students for

collaborative science activities so that their ints of view and skills can be productively

shared. Assessment before instruction may also be useful in establishing how much

students know about the tools and ways of thinking that characterize science. For

example, if half the students have never used a microscope or a particular me.ist...ing

device, some extra help may be required before the equipment is used in a class- om

activity.

During instruction. As pointed out, formative assessment is also ital during instruction

to monitor the success of particular activities and diagnose the needs and progress of

individual students. Through obY ,rvation and questioning, teachers can learn about

students understanding of major constructs and principles. By systematically observing

students usiNg tools and carrying out investigations. teachers can determin, both whether

students are able to use equipment ar.d whethei they understand what scientific inquiry

entails. By asking probing questions, listening to small-group discussions, having

students write up observations or procedures, or listening to brief oral presentations by

-,nts, teachers can see if prior beliefs have been replaced by more miplete

understandings and if stuc' .ts can apply understandings to new situations. If it seems

that students' understandings are inadequate. then teachers may need to devise

alternative activities or strategies to complement or reinforce earlier instruction.

Other informal assessment techniques can involve the use of diaries and journals kept by

students. These approaches not o ily are invaluable instructional tools that help students
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learn how to communicate in the field of science but also are useful to teachers as a

way of monitoring students' evolving understanding.

Continual monitoring of student progress is crucial to successful instruction. If students

are left to do only independent work and are made solely responsible for evaluating

their own learning -- as in reading the textbook on their own and answering the

embedded questions -- the teacher has no way of gauging actual student understanding

in time to make adjustments in instruction. (This is quite aside from the problem

already discussed that, by and large, text-embedded questions generally do not reinforce

major principles and relationships but focus on relatively low-level knowledge and skills.)

After Instruction. Both formative and summative assessment are important after the

teacher completes a unit of study. normative assessment through discussing ideas,

sharing group projects, or listening to oral reports can help students summarize what

they know as well as encourage them toward further avenues of study and investigation.

The key is for teachers to emphasize additional applications of major constructs,

principles, and relationships to determine whether students have dined understanding or

are simply regurgitating content in a rote fashion. If the latter seems to be prevalent,

additional instruction may be advisable before implementing more formal evaluation

techniques.

The role of surnmative evaluation and feedback after a unit of study may expand in the

upper elementary grades as students become more proficient in both written and oral

communication. Teachers may use more formal assessment techniques to give individual

qudents feedback about their particular strengths and weaknesses as well as to fulfill the

obligations ('f giving grades and pointing out progress for parent, However, summative

evaluation at the end of the units should not revert to asking students to work exercises

requiring rote recall any more than should on-going assessment. For example, teachers

can use a po.tfoho approach whereby student efforts throughout the unit of stud) are

,:xamined to assess their growth. Projects and research re -gas are also useful strategies

to assess student learning. Whatever the method of assessment, students should be



asked to communicate what they have learned, and not simply fill in bhoks or circle

choices. Allowing students to communicate what they know helps reinforce

understandings and gives students practice in important literacy skills. If students cannot

communicate what they have learned, it is doubtful they have gained understanding. In

addition, communicating results and knowledge is integral to the nature of science.

End-of-unit assessments should focus not on disparate facts but on important constructs,

pi incipl and relationships that are critical in determining hov. best to initiate future

units of study. If students do not grasp the essence of the unit, they are missing the

foundation necessary for subsequent study. It bears repeating here that assessment

sends a message to students about the nature of science. If assessment does not

encourage good scientific thinking and incorporate the approaches taken in science to

collecting and interveting evidence, students Nil1 come to understand that what "really

counts" in science learning is memorizing trivia. Such a message can only serve to

dampen interest and detract from future motivation, no matter how sound the

instruction. he innovative, recursive nature of assessment and instruction must be

sustained through the summative stages of e--.1uation by using end-of-unit assessment

techniques that reflect the thinking skills and ft,. applications of important constructs

and relationships stressed in instruction.

Long-Term Assessment. Four important function,, of long-term assessment of
science learning are: to monitor cumulative learning, to provide teachers and
students with opportunities to engage in self-assessment, to guide program
development, and to provide evidence to school boards and parents that
demonstrates program effectiveness.

Certain learning outcomes -- problem-solving skills and quality of laboratory reports, for

example occur in such small increments that assessment in short periods does not

produce any discernible change in performance. Assessment over longer periods is

necessary to monitor the development of t use skills in individual students and the

effectiveness of programs both at the sci ,o1 and at the subject matter level. Develiping
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problem-solving and written-communication skills are schoolwide objectives, and

monitoring their development provides important information about the overall success

of the school's program. Information about the development of these skills collected in

different content areas provides infori.,ation about the relative contributions of different

subject areas to achievement of the schoolwide objectives. Analyses of such data

provide the opportunity for teachers across subject areas to coordinate their teaching of

these vital skills. Data for this type of assessment can be amassed by keeping portfolios

of student products. provided that explicit standards are made public and observed. In

tl- case of written communication, each stuc.:ent might ke required to add a piece of

mitten work from each subject area to his or her writ, portfolio each month.

Beyond its value in monitoring the quality of the carious curriculum content areas and

of the schoolwide program, such a collection of written products is valuable in helping

students assess their own progress. A conference with writing teacher, where the

student's w,:rk at the beginning of the year is contrasted with that at the end, is a

valuable opportunity for the student to learn and practice criteria used in assessing his

or her performance (;11 this instance, criteria used in assessing writing quality). Phis sort

of information is important in the development of self-assessment skills.

Data from end-of-year assessments also provide importa.. information about year-to-

year articulation in subject areas. Assessment of year-end achievement matched against

prerequisites for the following year's program provides teachers the chance to coordinate

the school's instructional program within subject area and to increase the probability

that students will be successful learners.

In addition to usual end-of-year achievement tests and portfolios, public presentations of

year-end accomplishments are useful mechanisms for long - ter' assessment. The

assessment exercise in this case is for a class to develop an end-of-year report

chronicling the year's activities in science class and a student eye-view of what was

learned. Such an activity serves as a motivator for record k^eping throughout the year

and gives students an opportunity to try to fit the individual pieces of the year's learning
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together. Teachers, observing what their students retain of the year's experiences and

what they have made of it, have valuable information on which to base a selt-evaltvit;on

of their teaching perforr.nce.

The public presentation of the year-end report to parents and the school hoard gives

stud, nts an opportunity to practice presentation skills white serving the important added

function of informing parents and school ',card members about the quality and

accomplishments of the program. For this method to be effective, the end-of-year report

must he truly a class effort, which means that, at a f!, public presentation, any student is

prepared to deliver any part fs.f the report.

Assessing Attitudes and Dispositions

Continuing Engagement with Science

In Chapter II, we pointed Ait that the disposition to apply science knowledge and

science skills to .lew situations is a valued outcome of science education. We also doted

the near impossibility of assessing this outcome.

Two different ypes of apnrolches might he examined for possible development of

proxies to assess the inclination to apply scientific habits of mind outside the formalities

of the classroom. One comes from the recent literature on critical thinking, which is

replete with discussions about the dispositions of critical thinkers. A review paper by

Baron (1987) summarizes several clusters of dispositions that were noted by lea,ling

cognitive psychologists, philosophers, and f:ducators as i- )ortant for eftectivf: thinkers to

display. They include:

Intellectual curiosity and independence
Open-mindedness an oojectivity
Sensitivity and empa
Deliberation and rer,ection
Metacogr:ition and self-criticism
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Thoronghness, persistence, and precision

The second approach emphasizes the methods of doing science and the beliefs that

make up the ethics of science (Welch, 1984). Generaii., included are (Blosser, 1984;

Murnane and Raizen, 1988; Rowe, 1979):

Objectivity and skepticism
Tentativeness and flexibility
Curicsity
,:ommitment and perseverance
Self-confidence in one's ity to do science

Listing these sorts of attributes does not particularly ease the assessment problem.

Recent recommendations on assessment of science education have either specifically

cautioned against measuring attitudes (Department of Education and Science and the

Welsh Office. 1987) or placed a lower priority on them than on measuring student

competenc.es (Council of Chief state School Officers, 1984; Murnane and Raizen, 1988;

Shave lson et al., 1987). There are several reasons for this: attitudinal outcomes are

generally of interest to policymaker their direct measurement and subsequent

interpretation of results are ft-alight with difficulty ( Raizen and Mar-nand, 1985); and

there is inherent danger in their use on al! but a highly aggregated basis, yet sm.: high

levels of aggregation wash out the very classroom effects that are prcbably important in

engendering the attitudes being assessed. The only countervailing argument ..; that the

very attempt to measure the attributes that characterize critical thinking and scie..Lific

habits of mind emphasizes their importance for students and teachers ane may lea', to

attention being given to them in the classroom.

A possible way around these dilemmas is measure observable student behaviors for

example, interest in voluntarily undertaking science activities beyond prescribed

classroom work (and subsequent enrollment in science electives), students' self-

monitoring of their work, and mn-litorir- of peers. Ms. Lopez might add observations

on these behaviors to the records she keeps on her students. Conceivably, some

structured perfoi mancc tasks might also provide opportunity for observing these
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behaviors, particularly if the tasks call for sustained work. At this stage of

understanding, however, much more research is needed to identify tudent beha; iJrs

that are reliable indicators of future willingness to continue an engager ,nt w,;th science

and the disposi'tion to apply one's science knowledge and skills.

Attitudes About Science

Many assessments have included measures of attitude about science, for example, liking

of science lessons or science teachers, valuing of science as a contributor to society,

plans for future science careers (Hueftle et al., 1983; Mullis and Jenkins, 1988). These

sorts of attitude measures have two kinds of problems: (1) results are oft._ -1 paradoxical

(e.g. "I like my science teacher" but, from the same student, "Science class is boring")

and difficult to make sense of (Manby, 1983) and (2) the linkages between attitudes

about science even if they could be better assessed and student achievement, let

alone later d' ;positions to engage with and use science k lowledge and skills, are open to
question (Willson, 1983).

Equity Issues

Despite the difficulties of assessing dispositions and attitudes, there may be merit in

asking a very selective set of questions that can provide information on equity issue,,.

For exarrple, it would be important to ascertain whether there are any systematic

differences between feelings of efficacy among subgroups -- males and females, Whites
Black' Hispanics, and so forth. Assessing belief in the ability to do science in

elementary school would make it possible to determine at what age any differences

between subgroups begin. Knowledge about such differences could help emphasize

academic press for science achievement (see Chapter IV) for the very groups who

currently achieve poorly.

Another relevant example concerns beliefs about the pertinence of scien,:e careers.

Even though responses to queries about future career plans are notoriously unreliable.
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and the more so at ear:,er ages, it is important for all petentivIly science-able students

girls, Blacks, and Hispanics included -- to believe that science careers are appropriate

for them. Present data indicate that this is not so (Fullilove, 1987; Harvard Education

Letter, 1988; Mullis and J^rikins, 1988), a condition that needs to be remedied given the

demographic changes in store for the future work force (--dgkiny 1985).
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IV. ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM FEATURES

Why Assess Elementary School Science Prog- 's?

Assessing key features of the science program is, as of now, an e.,sentiai part of
monitoring elementary school science education. At least in the short run,
policymakers and educators need information about school resources,
organizational characteristics, and classroom processes so that changes will be
made on the basis of an accurate understanding of school conditions and
undesirable changes will be moided.

Three reasons undeilie this argument. First, many policymakers, educators, and parents

place a high value on the quality of the resources, people, and activities that constitute

children's clay-to-day science experiences. Thus, assessment of these characteristics has

an inherent lue. Second, b, cause current rh?.thods ailow meastac,ment of only a small

range of the learning outcomes in science, excluding some that are most highly valued,

assessing program features may prevent schools from placing undue emphasis on

"looking good" on the limited outcome measures that are available and narrowing their

educational programs to do so. Third, even though understanding is Limited on how

programs produce the desired learning outcomes in science, information about science

programs may provide clues about the c-)ntext in which tilsse learning outcomes come

about. Such information can contribute important information to the political discussion

about how to improve science programs (Oakes, in press).

Balancing the r;ffects of Assessment on Scierce Programs

The U.S. Dern.rtment of Educatior. the '-ationai Science Foundation, the Council of

Chief State School Officers, and nearly all individual sates kve efforts underway to

identify educational inc.cators. iitt the federal level, indict are seen as essential for

monitoring the status of the nation's educat:onal system and tracking changes over time
At the state level, poli-vmakei hopL that indicators will piov'de information that can be
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used to hold ],,cal districts And schools accountable for their performance and to sug,est

directions for improvement.

We have noted that the 'very existence of external assessment systems like those

currently being de',eloped will influence how schools operate, and that these effects are

particularly strong when "high-stakes" decisions are linked to assessment rL sults

decisions about student promotion, teacher evaluation, resource all,,cation, or school

certification, for example The importance of this point for the improvement of science

educ,..ion is driven home by work recently done for the U.S. Departmc of Eua

Offi-e R-search and Improvement on the development of state accountability

rystems. Asa part of that work, a survey of the states by the Council of Chief State

School Officers found that most states are moving rapidly to implement educational

accountability sstems, and that the centerpiece indicators of most of these systems are

scores on standardized tests of basic knowledge and skills (U.S. Department of

Edt_ation, 1988). T:- press on schools is particularly great since most state

accountability data he made public in disaggregations at the school or district level,

and in many sttnes, rewards and sanctions will follow from scores that districts or schools

obtain.

Not surprising] st,hools in these states are marshalling substantial efforts to look good

on the indicators. In other words, standardized testing programs are shaping the nature

of the school curriculum and the learning experiences that schools emphasize. For

example, from principals and teachers in six states that RAND studied through the

National Center for Policy Research in Education 'CPRE) male it clear tnat these

indicators will he a powerful force (U.S. Department of Education, 1988). Whatever

else schools and teachers want to accomplish imtructionally, high-stakes test-score

indicators substantially affect teaching and learning that takes place in the classroom,

and teachers spend a good deal of their energy and time attemptirig to raise students'

scores.
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Building assessment systems that circumvent these unintended and undesirable

consequences should be a primary objective. In the long to , the development of

measures th'tt assess the full range of ti hat students know and can do should have the

effect of driving the curriculum in a positive way, and do so f-asonably unobtrusively.

Positive since, if outcome assessments include such elements as student,: problem-solving

skills and performance in hands-on application of science, instruction will also focus on

these things. Positive also because, unlike assessments that measure directly whether

and how particular classroom resources and processes are being used, it leaves decisions

about how to organize and conduct instruction to those at the school site. Consequently,

it does not tamper with teacher professiona ism; moreover, it ensures that educators be

held responsible for the bottom line of students' learning.

In the short tem..., however, the proclivity to use narrow test-score ;ndicators fot making

decisions about science programs needs to be counteracted with equally influential

indicators of valued science program features. Since adequate ,neasures of the science

outcomes that are valued most are not .idely available they are rarely used to press

schools to develop programs that emphasize all those outcomes. School programs can

be assessed to establish whether they include the time, materials, teac',ing resources, and

other attributes i.ke:y to enable unmeasured but desired learning to take place. In the

best case, such assessment systems should support schools' and teachers' em7hasis on

those program characteristics that appear to support students' development of a

sophisticated understanding of science constructs, performance, and critical thinking in

science, and general problem-solving skills -- outcomes not currently mca.,ute 1 well. In

the short term, then, program assessments may pro, ide the hest hope for righting the

understandable but unhealthy tilting of school programs toward 10.E lout l knovv ledge and

skills. It may be the most reasonable way to use assessment to e L,, c !overage over

the quality of science education -- at least until better olitcome arc developed.
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Enhancing the Policy Relevance of Scierce Assessmer s

Program assessments are needed for other reasons. First, program measures can

enhance the usefulness of assessments by permitting analysts to desegregate outcome

data by important subgroups. This disaggregation will permit a better understanding of

outcome trends. Relevant subgroups include more than the conventicsnal divisions of

students by race, class, gender, school locale, even though these are extremely important

for understanding the e:stribution of science outcomes. Disaggregations of data by

subgroups of students who have experienced similar school programs are also of interest.

Identification of these subgroups is not possible unless program characteristics are

assessed as well as outcomes.

Recent data from the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational

Achievement's (IEA) Second international Mathematics Study demonstrate this point

nicely. First, the study collected data about the type of Cla:5rOOM 8th graders were

enrolled in (e.g., remedial, typical, enriched, or algebra). It also collected information

about whether tested 12th graders were enrolled in calculus ccurses or were at a "pre-

calculus" level. Desegregating outcome data into these enrollment- related

produced patterns suggesting that it was the students enrolled in the "lower" class levels

who accounted for a substantial portion of the relatively low achievement levels of U.S.

students in comparison with those in other nations (McKnight et al., 198/).

Program measures al I also permit analysts to generate clues about why subgroup

outcomes are what they are. Again, the Second International Mathematics Study

analyses are illustrative. In addition to collecting data about the classes in which

students were enrolled, the study collect ,d "opportunity-to-learn" information; that is,

the study queried teacher, about whether their students were provided histruction in the

topics represented in test items. Thus, when data about enrollment-based subgroups

w...re analyzed, it was also possible to observe that U.S. stuck nts in the lower-leve! Sth

grade classes and the pre-calculus rth grade classes had significantly less exposure to

the topics and skills that were tested than did students at the same grades in oti,er
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countries or their peers in higher-level classes in the U.S. The juxtaposition of these

data suggested that one clue to the lower level of achievement of these students was that

they had not been taught the material (McKnight et al., 1987).

Data such as the.,e in science could enable policymakers and euucators to pinpoint areas

in science education that may be problematic (e.g., the lack of opportunity of many U.S.

students to learn particular constructs) and to target their reform efforts more precisely.

What Program Characteristics Should Be Assessed?

Deciding which program characteristics to include in an assessment system poses

problems given the limited understanding of which features are most central to the

quality of students' science experience or w. ich function as the most important

mediators between school resources and outcom, kdditionally, many program

characteristics that are highly valued and are beh_Aed to affect students' understanding

and interest in science lie beyond current measurement technology.

Nonetheless, the literature on science education and schooling generally provides several

clues about what to assess. I here is, for example, evidence about the effects of certain

specific program characteristics (e.g., activity-based science) on commonly measured

student outcomes (Bredderman, 1983; Shyrinsky et al., 190), and one can identify

other characteristic., that are conceptually or logically related to a wider range of desired

science education goals, including science-related experiences that are nighly valued in

their own He Looking at the literature through the lenses, three global program

characteristics emerge as "ideal" targets for assessment:
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Acczss to science knowledge (broadly defined) the extent to which schools
provide students %%ith opportunities to learn various domains of knowledge
and skills

Press for science achievement a set of conditions related to the expectations
schools hold regarding how well students will achieve in science and the
degree to which teachers ar ' tudents act on these expectations

Professional science teaching conditions those conditions that appear to
empower teacher., and administrators to create science programs in which
access is maximized and press for achievement is a dominant feature

These three sets of school characteristics can help specify the central role of program

quality in the educational proce:is and thereby provide a fuller picture of schools in

science education. Moreover, though these constructs, on their face, may seem to focus

on intangible school ciimate characteristics, each results from concrete decisions about

how to allot to resources (e.g., how much time to devote to science instruction, what

kinds of textbook to buy, what kinds of teacher qualifications to demand and pay for,

what kinds of in-service opportunities to offer; what structures to create; and what

processes, norms, and relationships to establish at the school). As such, they are

alterable characteristics and of interest to educators and policymakers. Thus, assessing

these three sets of characteristics should encourage schools to broaden their emphasis

beyond rising test scores. And, finally, measuring these progrvm characteristics is likely

to help policymakers understand better the conditions under which various science

outcomes and experiences accrue. But rather than seeing access, press, and

professionalism as being important fur their possible direct effects on outcome they will

be more useful if they are considered enabling conditions that is, to the degree that they

exist in schools, they appear to promote (but not to guarantee) high-quality ,icience

teaching and learning. This understanding should help inform decisions about what

improvement initiatives will 1-)e m')st frt itful, whether undertaken by an individual school

or at the district, state, or national level.
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The following sections attempt *.o demonstrate the importance of thLse characteristics of

elementary scien,c programs and suggest how to measure these somewhat inu ..gible

constructs.

it cress to Science Knowledge

Because what students actually le;..rn at school is influenced by what knowledge and

skills they have an opportunity to learn, access to scienc: knowledge can he directly

linked to student outcomes. Access is a combined function of school resources,

structures, and culture, I ,sic resources constitute the time, facilities, materials, and staff

necessary to bring students in contact with the curriculum (the factual science

knowledge, including constructs and principles; the laboratory and science thinking skills;

and the general thinking skills to be learned). Of critical importance at the elementary

level is time. Generally, the curriculum structure at grades K-6 minimizes the amount of

classroom time avoilable for science learning. It also determines the way students are

grouped for instruction, generally based on their reading levels rather than the potential

contributions they cal; make to the science learning of the group. A nnte of caution is

in order, however. fhe current stress on time for science in el mentary school has come

about because of its virtual absence in most schools. But time for science, at the

elementary level particularly, should not he seen as time in competition with time for

developing language and communicati9n skills and arithmetical and other quantitative

skills, or even social studies, art, or music. All these can and should he taught tn some

extent in the context of science lessons, and sci--:e can and should he part of lessons in

these other fields part of the time, while still gh ing each subject conce mated attention

of its ( wn. Thus, the problem of how to count pi oductive time devoted to science in the

elementary grades is not a simple one (Raizen and is,nes, 1985).

A second important factor is the quality of the curricullin, intent as embodied i;i

material chosen -- fiameworks, textbooks, hands-on exercises and laboratory materials,

auxiliary reading (trade books, etc.), audiovisual materi-ls, and a\,ailabil;tv of computers.

Of course, the availability of high-quality curriculum materials does nit guarantee
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effective use (Raizen, 1987), but their absence severely constrains a science program.

Other organizational structures that enhance access to science learning are programs

offering tutoring that provide extra ac.,_temic support for science learning and

extracurricul r enrichment activities (e.g., participation in science fairs, field trips,

visiting experts, and cooperative programs with museums and universities). Also

important are the opportunities the staff have to develop skills for working with

culturally diverse groups of students in science and how often schools involve parents in

the teaching and learning process.

Assessing the access to science knowledge a school program provides, then, would entail

measuring the following more tang:51e chat.acteristics:

Instructional time devoted t ,cience
Classroom assignment practices (ability-grouped or mixed instructional groups)
and the curriculum associated with each ability group
Availability of high-quality instructional materials, laboratories, computert, and
equipment, as measured against explicit standards that match curricular goals
Ttachers' qualifications and experience in science
Use of science specialists or resource teachers
Availability of academic support programs ( +(ging, after-school remediation,
etc.)
Academic enrichment and support (science fairs, field trips, museum programs,
schoolwide assemblies)
Parents' involvement in science instruction or science activities
Opportunities for staff development in science
Staff perceptions about the --,00rtance of science for all students

Press for Science Achievement

in school programs with a strong press for science achievement, it is clear t( 'nth

teachers and students that science teaching and learning art taken ery se -iously and

that hign achievement in ,cience is expected and valued. Underlying this expectation is

a strong belief that all students are capable of learning the important science knowledge

and skills schools want to teach (Stevenson, 1986). An atmosphere characterized by

high learning expectations is often cited as a key atibute or effk. .ive schools (Clark et
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al., 1984; Hawley et al., 1985: Purkey and Smith, 1983; Rutter, 1983). Though most

research supports he liik between expectations and student lea ling, what nelps or

hinders studc:its rr. ' are the educational structures and processes generated at schools

as a result of these expectations. Press is also manifested in how the school's resources

are spent and how time and activities are organized.

Press for achievement is gauged by the degree to which administrators, teachers, and

students see science teaching and learning as among their most important tasks. When

the press is high, students are engaged ire rich and rigorous science curriculum, and

they are provided the support they need for success. Science achievement is recognized,

highlighted, and rewarded. Noninstructional duties do not interfere with the teachers'

primary responsibility to provide good instruction, and science lessons are not

interrupted 1-,y school routines and no,lacademic activities. Administrators spearhead

scliuolwide policies that create a calm and orderly (not opp-essive) atmosphere

conducive to science teaching and learning but that recognize that hands-on science is

sometimes messy and seemingly disorderly and that deeply engaged students are nut

necessarily quiet students. Teachers relate to one another as educational professionals

in the business of effecting science learning; matters of science curriculum and

instruction are part c' their collegial work. Teacher evaluation is focused on teachers'

skills at engaging children in rich science content and using pedagogically appropriate

instructional activities.

Assessing a school program's press for science achievement, then, would entail

measuring the following more tangible characteristics:

Opportunities for solloolwide recognition of science accomplishments
Curriculum and instructional activitit s focused on challenging science u,pics and
constructs
Faculty expectations about students' ability to learn science (e.g., whether all
students are capable of learning science)
Faculty emphasis on science as a subject for elementary school childrc.,
Faculty assignment of scie'ice homework
Instructional leadership in science the extent to which a significant person or
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group at the school advocates and supports science curriculum and instruction
The extent to which science teaching and learning is central to teacher
evaluation
The extent to which noninstructional constraints interfere with science activities

Professional Conditions for Science Teaching

Professional conditions for science teaching are demonstrated in the way resources are

used, the way programs are developed, and particularly, in the relationships between

school administrators and teachers around tae science curriculum and instruction.

A professional science teaching climate is a central program characteristic since, it

comprises the working conditions that are most likely to attract high-quality teachers

competent in science and encourage those already in schools to stay (Rosenhoitz, 1985).

Moreover, the quality of science education that teachers provide in a particular school is

enabled or constrained by what the adults and children expect to take place and how

they relate to one another. This set of norms ref ects has: beliefs, values, expectations,

and relationships that shape the school culture. The school culture reflects whether

students a.,ci teachers are satisfied with their school, whether they believe the school

provides a .rod education, and whether or not students are learning. Together with the

e,ourees available and Cie orgatazc al ,t1 act..e., of a the;, climate

characteristics influence whether teachers are able and willing to provide "mind-

stretching" learning opportunities in science and whether students are willing to lake

advantage of them. A more extensive discussion of school conditions that en:tble good

science teaching can be found in the Center's companion report on Tecchers and

Teaching. Ilere we provide an overview of some of these c., aracteristics and suggest

that they, toil, should he included in assessments of program quality.

At schools with a high level of prolssionalism, teachers are committed and energized,

permitted to tee... ,,cience well, and wiling to learn to teach better. Staff turnover is

likely to be low and stal !e, and long-range plans can be made and carried out by a

cadre of faculty cell-mined to the school (Little, 1982; Rutter, 1983). Professional
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conditions cannot be firectly linked n science outcomes, but it seems that a truly

professional staff will work continual on implementing strategies and prog. .-ns to

enhance these outcomes. Because of its importance to teacher cotr:nitment, satifactimt,

and even if indirectly, teacher effectiveness, the professional climate for science teaching

is important zo assess. Further, like access and press, professionalism is inextricably tied

to educational policies (Darling-Hammond and Hudson, 1986; Darling-linmniond et al.,

1983), It is enhanced or inhibited by decisions about resource allocation, decision-

making authority, and teacher evaluation, to name only a few.

Assessing a school's professional conditior r science teaching would entai! measuring

the following more tangible characteristics:

Teacher salark
Teachers' pupil oad and class size
Clerical sui ^ -t staff available for noninstructional tasks
Teacher time to 'able for professional, nonteaching work
Time spent on ol-based, collegial goal setting; staff-development; program
planning; curriculum development; irbtructiorfa improvement; collaborative
research; etc.
Participation of the staff in schoolwide decision- making
Staff certainty about their ability to influence and achieve school goals
Autonomy and f' ibility provided to the staff in implementing the science
curriculum
Administrative commitment and involvement in science curriculum and
instruction
Administrative support for professional risk-taking and experimentation

Promise and Limitations

Access to science knowledge, press for science achievement, and professional co:

for science teaching are likely to fqinction synergistically within a science education

program. A broad access to knowledge vnd a press for 1.chievement undoubt:dly are

most powerful in combination - when important knowledge and skills are extended to

the broadest range of students and a powerful normative force exists that compels and

supports teachers' and students' attention to learning. Without a piss for achievement,

,chools providing broad access to knowledge might fall into a pattern of trivializine
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science, perhaps by providing a smattering of topics and skills in a smorgasbord of

classroom activities. On the other hand, press without broad access might result in

schools with elite science programs for only a few student,: _ns.i a vacuum of learning

opportunities for the rest.

Ultimately, access and press are unlikely to take hold at schools unless the level of

teaching professionalism in science is high. Unless schools have a climate characterized

by a belief in the staff's ability to produce high levels of science achievement, academic

press and access are unlikely to follow. Conversely, press and access are certain to feed

a school staff's sense of professionalism, and they, above much else, nourish professional

commitment. This synergy among access, press, and professionalism makes assessing all

three sets of characteristics important.

As with outcome measures in science learning, however, current ability 1.0 measure these

important program characteristics is limited. One possible approach, analogous to the

compilation of student profiles and logs of accomplishments in science, is an overall

review of the science program by a visiting committee of experts comprising scientists,

researchers in science education, science teachers, elementary school principals and

teachers, and science-interested parents. Such a review needs to be preceded by careful

delineation of the critical components of the science program to be reviewed, such as

are suggested in the above lists. The review is more likely to lead to improvements if

the school and district staff are actively involved in the review. An example is g : en in

the next section. This approach is feasible at the school or district level. If these

reviews are done with care, they could be influential in improving the quality of a

school's or district's science program.

At the state or national level, however, collection of information on program features

will probably have to be limited to data about the best available proxies for access,

press, and professional conditions, though such data could be supplemented with in-

depth case studies (Stake and Easley, 1978). This sort of information is likely to spur

efforts to improve understanding of science education in elementary schools and, as
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better methods are developed, even the capacity to measure its central features.

However, such development will occur only if program assessments are accompanied by

studies that both analyze the usefulness of current indicators and push the development

of a more sophisti-ated set. In the meantime, a less-than-perfect assessment of program

characteristics can provide useful information about the quality of school science

programs, help prevent them from emphasizing performance on narrow outcome

measures, and provide policymakers and educators with clues about potential problems

and promising directions for improvement.

Effective Self-Assessment of the Science Program

As we have described, most external and internal assessments of science focus on

student outcomes. Few examine program features. Thus, the characteristics we have

suggested for assessment in the previous section are a rather dramatic departure from

the traditional focus Nonetheless, there are some longstanding mechanisms for program

assessment (e.g., accreditation processes), and new efforts are now being established.

Many suites developing accountability systems have recognized the insufficiency of

standard;La tests to account fully for a school's or district's performance. Some of

these states are designing measures of program characteristics to augment outcome

indicators. A few states and districts are pioneering self-assessments of educational

programs. The belief that drives self-assessments is that if those actually in the school

or district generate and analyze information about their programs, they will use this

assessment information (certainly more than they will use external assessment results)

for program improvement.

Some groups have developed guidelines for schools embarking on self-assessments. Fo.

example, the National Science Teachers Association provides a plan for self-assessments

of science programs. The association's plan consists of checklists for principals that

cover a wide array of program characteristics. The plan also provides a method of

converting the principals' checklist into a matrix that compares current program
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characteristics with what they would like to achieve.

Another example comes from the Virginia Department of Education (1986). Their

Science Education Program Assessment Model: A Resource Guide focuses on those

elements believed to create a more effective learning environment. The Department

designed the guide to he used either by external evaluators or for the local

school/community assessment teams. The guide includes a data collection and analysis

plan, complete with questionnaires for administrators, teachers, students, and parents

and a structured classroom observation instrument. It also offers a set of model criteria

that schools can compare their resuits to.

The Weston Public Schools district in Massachusetts has developed a third and

somewhat different approach to self-assessment of program quality (Crissman, personal

communication, September 1988). The Weston model attempts the simultaneous goals

of collecting good data about programs and enhancing communication and trust among

the professional staff, scholars, school community, and the public. Each of these groups

is represented on Weston's review committees. TI Hr charge is to investigate questions

or issues generated by the program staff, administration, and parents. Similar to

accreditation processes, the staff compiles background materials for the review

committee's use in discussion with the staff and as a guide for observations and

intendiews. The committee submits its draft report to the school staff and the school

committee (school hoard). The school staff then responds to the draft, and a series of

discussions begins in on attempt to reach consensus about the contents of the final

report. Because the entire process can take a year or more, the assessment becomes a

part of the program itself.

All these models entail considerable confidence that those in and around the school

setting can follow a predetermined procedure for collecting and analyzing data bout

program characteristics, and that the results of such efforts will lead to program

improvement. I loweer, much of that confidence rests on the ability of schools to use

externally developed guidelines to generate .,elf-evaluation. It also rests on their
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willingness to describe and interpret the characteristics of their programs free of bias,

values, and cpinions, and separate from the struggles among various interest groups that

stand to gain or lose from the results of such an assessment.

This confidence may be exaggerated. The nature of a science program is likely to Iv: far

more complex, dynamic, and interacting than data from checklists, questionnaires, or

structured observations can convey. Respondents and data analysts may have a great

deal of trouble capturing and measuring the most important features. And it is hard to

imagine that collecting, reporting, and interpreting program data will be free of political

influence. Moreover, program improvement based or, self-assessment data may fail to

bring about intended results, and as with external assessments, they may have contrary,

unintended, and unpredictable consequences.

The intent here is not to argue against self-assessment. Rather, it is to suggest that, as

schools and districts engage in it, they acknowledge its limitations. As with all such

inventions, the contribution of self-assessments to the improvement of science programs

will depend on the thoughtfulness with which they are designed and the findings applied.

Giving thought to which program factors to assess those entailed in access to science

knowledge, press for academic achievement, and conditions for teaching, as we suggest,

or others may well trigger a dialogue about what science programs ought to he and

how their goals can best be accomplished. The value of an ,,Nessment will als' depend

on the degree to which those in schools see the assessment process as valid and useful

for their own science teaching. The data generated by honest self-assessments that

involve science teachers as respected participants can urdoubtedly advance the dialogue

and lead to effective change.

Self-assessments, at their best, can bring new knowledge to bear, stimulate more
thorough discussion and debate, and suggest creative new solutions to the
problems of science education in elementary school.
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V. IMPROVING ASSESSMENTS IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE EDUCATION

Improvement Goals

In this chapter, we make recommendations intended to (a) directly assist Ms. Lopez and

her many elementary school colleagues through developing and making available good

assessment exercises and strategies for their use and (b) improve externally mandated,

broad-scale assessments so that they support and encourage the kind of excellent science

instruction that Ms. Lopez provides. Before presenting our specific recommendations,

we summarize key points made in the preceding chapters and state important

improvement goals.

Key Point I

Assessment can play a critical role in raising awareness among policymakers and
the public about the importance of science learning for America's young people
and about serious deficiencies in prese..it science learning outcomes. Assessment
can also help define the content of that learning. Important constituencies will
quickly come to identify the outcomes assessed as those that are important.

Key Point 2

Eats.. Wally mandated assessments grounded in a lull and rich conception of
scientific knowledge, skills, and dispositions could communicate to policymakers,
the public, and even the education community a bold new vision of science
education. Properly constructed and used, such tests can provide sound
information about students' knowledge and skills. This information is essential
for the formulation and evaluation of educational policies. In these ways, tests
are powerful tools that can help improve curriculum and instructic ,.
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Key Point 3

Assessment and curriculum and instruction are interactive. Ideally, instruction
and assessment both flow from and inform curriculum goals, and authentic
assessment and instruction help shape each other. In reality, the influence of
assessment manifests itself in two ways. It is widely recognized that content not
assessed is less likely to be taught, but equally or more important, the forms of
assessment can come to drive the forms of instruction in undesirable ways.

At the classroom level, students will use teachers' tests to figure out how to study as well

as what to study. More globally. the instructional activities will come to resemble testing

activities. If narrowly focused tests are used, instruction may also become more narrow

For example, if assessments are used that do not call for extended responses or complex

reasoning, the amount of instructional ti.. e devoted to these activities may diminish.

Thus, the influence of assessment can have negative aspects when assessments are not

well matched to curricular goals.

Key Point 4

Interest it science learning outcomes and externally mandated .science
assessments are increasing together (U.S. Department of Education, 1988).
Historically, the power of externally mandated testing to shape curriculum and
instruction has been seen in negative terms - as a factor to be minimized. More
recently, as states have assumed a more active role in determining curriculum,
polic3makers have seized on testing as a tool for deliberately shaping curriculum
and instruction. Testing what students are expected to learn, the argument goes,
will create an incentive for them to be taught what they are to learn.
Unfortunately, few of the current assessments reflect modern understandings of
the range of important science learning outcomes.

Multiple-choice, paper-and-pencil exercises predominate, and the focus is far more on

recalling facts than on understanding important constructs and principles of science and

squiring the skills integral to science.
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These points undergird the need for improving assessments of science learning so that

they will support and guide exemplary science education. We identify three

improvement goals:

Improvement Goal 1. Making classroom assessment an integral part of ongoing

instruction.

Teachers should be given education and experience both in selecting a variety of short-

term and long-term assessment strategies and in using them for different instructional

purposes determining what science knowledge children bring to a lesson, obsc. jng

what prerequisite science skills they have, tracking their learning progress and the

effectiveness of the science instruction, organizing productive working groups, and

making judgments about individual and group attainment in science over time.

Teachers should be trained to evaluate their own tests and assessment strategies as well

as externally mandated tests; principals and school or district science specialists also

need to be able to evaluate the quality of tests and their correspondence to the school's

Or district's goals and objectives in science education.

Improvement Goal 2. Development of externally mandated assessments as well as

classroom tests that conform closely to the characteristics of good science curricula

and instruction, as enunciated in this report and in the Center's two companion

reports on curriculum and instruction and teachers and teaching.

Assessments should (1) provide greater op?o,tunities for children to interact with

stimulus materials, (2) attend to understandings of constructs and principles as well as

factual knowledge, (3) probe approaches to problem solving as well as outcomes, (4) be

explicitly integrated with the curriculum and with instruction, (5) incorporate hands-on

activities wherever feasible, and (6) be strictured around group as well as individual

activities. Development and validation of such tests will require close collaboration

among content-matter specialists, experts in science curriculum, persons knowledgeable
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about the realities of the classroom, and psychologists and psychometricians

Improvement Coal 3. Ensuring correspondence among assessments conducted at

different levels, that is, creation of assessments that are likely both to encourage

better science programs at the local level and to inform policies at a more global

(e.g., state) level so that such policies will be effective in supporting local

improvement efforts.

State-level policymakers are necessarily concerned with a different set of alterable

variables than are educators in districts and schools, but both sets must be grounded in a

common, coherent, and comprehensive conception of learning outcomes. Assessments of

the kind envisioned by our panel can serve audiences at both of these levels. For

example, an assessment that reveals deficiencies in students' use of science tools and

thinking skills needed in science may trigger greater emphasis on those skills in

classrooms and also highlight the need for states to provide technical assistance and

resources of to address hands-on science teaching in a state's teac'ler education

programs.

Improvement Goal 4. Attention to careful and informative analysis, reporting, and

dissemination of assessment results.

Reference standards for test scores should be based on the development of scieiice

understanding and science-based skills, not on national norms designed to rank-order

students. Oversimplified summaries of test results must be avoided. Different incentive

structures are created by reporting :::, different levels of aggregations. Information must

be provided in a form and at the level at which it can best guide improvement at the

local level. At the same time, simplistic ranking; of schools, especially when reinforced

by rewards or sanctions, may quickly erode the validity of the assessment, leading to

efforts to improve test scores without bringing concomitant improvements in the student

knowledge, skills, and dispositions that those scores were intended to represent.
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A Starting Point

What needs to be done to change the current unsatisfactory state of assessment of

science learning in elementary school, to move toward the kinds of assessments

described in the preceding chapters and represented by the three improvement goals?

A first question is where to start. Should efforts to improve focus on the classroom level

where testing has the greatest effect on children's future learning and engagement with

science? Should they focus on broad-scale assessments conducted at the national and

state levels since these catch the attention of the media and the public? Or should they

focus on the tests specific to a state's or district's curriculum since real sanctions and

incentives are more and more commonly being attached to assessment results at these

ievels?

In the panel's view, improvement of assessment must proceed at all three levels

simultaneously. An interesting prototype that might serve as starting point and provide

guidance is Great Britain's new assessment design, even though this design envisages a

national science curriculum -- an unlikely prospect lor the U.S. Indeed, in a country as

large and with as diverse a set of educational systems as the United States, Great

Britain's tightly integrated approach between the teacher's need to assess for

instructional purposes and the national, state, and local needs for monitoring,

accountability, and information to devise better policies probably not possible. What

the British approach does imply, however, is that improvement must be fostered

simultaneously at the classroom and the broad-scale assessment levels -- just as )tir

panel suggests.

The recent report by a task group on assessment and testing convened by the

Department of Education and Science and the Welsh Office (1987) outlines the

integrated assessment system recommended for use in Great Britain at all levels. The

system is based on a combinatioq of moderated teachers' ratings and standardized

assessment tasks. The teacher ratings would themselves be based on the many sources

of information that a teacher like Ms. Lopez uses to assess a student's progress,
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including general impressions, marking coursework, marking assignments, student self-

assessment rating scales, checklists, practical tests (of hands-on performance), and

written tests. The scales being used by teachers to rate students on the basis of these

various sources of information would he made generally comparable through a process

of bringing indivi(1-,al judgments into line with general standards (moderation). The

standardized assessment tasks would include written test responses, practical (hands-on)

tasks, and observations covering the several goals of science education. Standard

assessments would take advantage of several presentation modes: The question could

he delivered orally, in written form, pictorially, through video or computer, and through

practical demonstration; the expected method of student work could he mental only,

written, practical, or oral; and the response mode might vary from multiple-choice

questions, writing a short prescribed response, open-ended writing, oral response,

practical procedure being observed, practical outcome, or product or computer input.

In the proposed British system, assessment results derived from the same sources would

be used for the teachers' classroom purposes and aggregated for reporting at the school,

district, or national level as a way of assessing student learning and evaluating the

quality of science programs. Many problems of validity and reliability of the various

assessment modes remain to be addressed, but this thoughtful and comprehensive design

warrants close attention.

A Systemic Approach

Several functions must be in pl:tce to create an integrated assessment system responsive

to educational goals at each level of the system. Foremost among these are:

I. The development of ima8,hative, creative assessment exercises that will probe
performance and higher-order thinking skills and the application of these skills
to new situations. This will be a time-consuming and costly effort, particularly
if some of the exercises are to take advantage of the availability of computers
and other information technology or if, in the case of hands-on performance
needing observation or interview protocols that require interpretation, scoring
rubrics and standards leading to reliable results need to be developed.

J I
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2. The capability to design and make widely available assessments using good
individual exercises and other assessment strategies to fit particular purposes
and contexts.

3. A mechanism to ensure the high quality of individual assessment problems and
exercises, other assessment components, and whole assessments provided for use
at the classroom level or for larger-scale assessments conducted for purposes of
monitoring and formulating policy.

4. Availability of assistance to teachers and district and state personnel in selecting
and carrying out appropriate assessments and in analyzing, interpreting, and
reporting results.

5. An ongoing program of research to increase correspondence between
assessments and changing learning goals in science education and to ensure that
both instruction and assessment utilize advances in knowledge (e.g., how
children learn) and in technology (e.g., using computers for tracking problem-
solving strategies).

Some of these functions may best be carried out at the national level, some need to be

decentralized so as to work effectively at the district and school level. Generally,

research and developMent functions entail high risk -- much will have to be discarded as

development of assessment exercises and strategies proceeds -- and require investment

in the best talent available (Committee on Research in Mathematics, Science, and

Technology' Education, 1985; 1987). This implies that functions 1 and 5 need to receive

attention at the national level. Capacity for functions 2 and 3 -- designing appropriate

assessments and ensuring quality control -- needs to be built at all levels. In education,

building capacity often has been a combined responsibility; for example, under Title II

of the Education for Economic Security Act (EESA), funds are made available to states

by the U.S. Department of Education to assist local districts that have developed good

plans for improving science any mathematics education. On the other hand, function

4 -- staff deL'opment and assistance as well as dissemination -- needs to build on local

and intermediary structures already in place for these purposes but not equipped to deal

effectively either with science education or with assessment. In addition, national and

state efforts must be accompanied by local experimentation to develop improved

classroom-level assessment.
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National Functions

To say that a set of important activities needs to be initiated, supported, and maintained

at the national level does not necessarily mean a centralized set of activities. The

distinction is well understood in basic research, where nationally funded support

mechanisms have been created for example, through the National Science Foundation

(NSF), the National Institutes of Health, and the Office of Naval Research that allow

many institutions and talented individuals to participate. Development efforts resemble

research when products cannot be prespecified, as is the case for developing assessment

exercises and strategies. An analogy is the set of eight projects being supported at

different institutions by NSF to develop materials for elementary science education; at

the same time, private foundations are also supporting curriculum development for

elementary science. Below, we take up in greater detail our recommendations ft)-

research and development to provide the basic building blocks necessary for ii,,proving

assessment of science learning at all levels valid assessment exercises, alternative

assessment strategies, and assistance with quality control and appropriate application.

Recommendation for Research: We recommend that cognizant federal
agencies and private foundations undertake a_program of research
designed to improve the foundations underlying science assessment in
elementary schools. The research should be directed toward two goals:
(1) increasing educators' understanding of what should be assessed and
(2) improving the methods for collecting information about students'
science learning.

Specifically, we suggest four research areas. two addressing the first goal and two

addressing the second goal. We believe that federal agencies concerned with science

and with education, particularly NSF and the Department of Education, should

undertake upport of these programs at a level not below S5 million a year and

preferably SlO million a year.

Finding Out "What Matters" in Science Education. Research programs that will provide

insight into what should be assessed -- what matters in science education -- need to
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address two broad and extremely complex areas. The first relates to expanding what is

known about cognition in science. There has been far more research on the cognitive

process. involved in language acquisition and reading comprehension than on those

involved in learning the multifaceted aspects of science. Until assessments parallel that

kind of learning, they will continue to be restricted to measuring rote memorization and

fail to measure students' acquisition of the most important aspects of science learning

goals.

The second area that must be addressed in establishing what matters in science

education relates to identifying these aspects of science knowledge and skills that have

the greatest benefit for maximizing human potential. For example, what science

learning is most likely to benefit individuals on the job as well as in other daily life

situations? What science knowledge and skills shared by citizens are most likely to

contribute to the betterment of society as a whole?

Research Area 1: Theory and empirical base. In addition to the outcomes or products

of science learning traditionally considered important, assessment of w hat matters must

include the intellectual skills required to apply what one knows about science to learning

more about science and to solving academic and real-world problems. By increasing

their understanding of how students learn science, educators could dramatically improve

instructional effectiveness and thereby improve the quality of assessment in the service

of instruction as well. Moreover, if such abilities as solving academic and real-world

problems and conducting inquiries to learn more about science are major goals of

science instruction, a far better derstanding is needed of the interrelationships among

"knowing" science, being familiar with the methods for conducting science, and

understanding the component skills of problem solving. Why is it that some students

achieve the structure and coherence of skills and science knowledge esseru;a1 to science

competence whereas others do not?

Much more should alto be learned about the t elationship between the nature of one's

science knowledge base and its successful application to problem soli ing and learning.
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First, the characteristics of the science knowledge base that facilitate !earring, including

its structure and how a well-structured knowledge base is developed, need to be

identified. Second, the relationship needs to be defined between the characteristics of

the knowledge base a.td the intellectual (thinking) skills relevant to science. For

example, do some individuals have knowledge bases that are structured so they are

easier to access than others? Do certain qualities of an individual's knowledge base

facilitate useful connections?

Research Area 2: Relationships between science learning and effectiveness in life

beyond school. Why should students study science in school? Although they live in a

society permeated with and dependent on science and technology, recent .--Ludies

(International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 1988; Mullis

and Jenkins, 1988) show that students know little about science and technology and

perceive that the science they study in the classroom has little relevance to their lives. It

has been posited by numerous study panels that increased understanding of science is

vital both to individual careers and to the economic health of the nation (National

Governors' Association, 1987a, 1987b; Task Force on Education for Economic Growth,

1983). Though studies have estimated that a high percentage of all jobs will require

some direct understanding of science and technology (Education Commission of the

States, 1982, but see Levin and Rumberger, 1983, for counterarguments), there has been

little research on the connection between the more intangible !earnings gained from

formal science experiences and success in the workplace.

Looking toward the year 2000, the fastest-growing occupations will require employees to

have much higher reasoning capabilities than de current occupation, (Hudson Institute,

1987). Incoming college freshmen are not generally considered at-risk, but neither are

they ready for the work force, at least as diagnosed in one study (National Alliance of

Business, 1987:5). The question that must be raised, then, is to what extent additional

training in science contributes to higher reasoning capabilities anu to work force

readiness. For example, will students who have planned and conducted many scien;e

experiments actually be able to perform better in the work force? Do they ask for
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evidence and analyze data more effectively than employees who have had little or no

experience with the methods of science?

Such lines of research should not be confined to the impact of exposure to science on

success in the workplace but should be extended to study the impact of science learning

on the quality of life for individuals in nonwork settings as well as its impact on society

as a whole. For example, it would be useful to know whether individuals with science

training feel a greater sense of confidence or empowerment in social situations, in

dealing with family situations, or in addressing their own health needs than individuals

with limited exposure to science. In addition, one must ask whether society would be

better off if more people understood the multiple hazards to the environment, issues of

national defense, research to cure diseases and increase longevity of life, and the

relationship between scientific discovery and global competitiveness. Thomas Jefferson

felt that the survival of democracy depended on an enlightened citizenry. In other

words, if people do not understand the issues, they cannot make intelligent decisions,

and the process of self-government or "government by the people" will not work

effe ,ively. What is the role of science education in creating an informed public?

Assessing "What Matters" in the Best Possible Way. To research ways of improving

measures of science learning entails finding more effective and efficient methods for

developing such measures (Committee on Research in Mathematics, Science, and

Technology Education, 1985; 1987). This requires that considerable time, energy, and

resources be devoted both to investigating students' reactions to problems, and to

interviewing students about how they interpreted assessment questions or tasks and why

they responded the way they did. These investigative and interactive procedures should

be directed equally toward improving the validity and reliability of the assessment

instruments. Only after iterating these procedures on a small scale should resources be

dedicated to conducting larger p.,ot tests.

Research Area 3: Improving the validity of science assessment measures. If an

established empirical understanding of the cognitil.e processes underlying science
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learning and problem solving existed, it would be crucial to improve the link between

these cognitive processes and the assessment questions presented to students. For

example, if a particular cognitive structure makes students' science knowledge bases

more conducive to proihem solving, one woald want to investigate if and to what extent

students' knowledge bases were so structured. In addition, learning more about the

influe.1,z of th,c knowledge base and thinking skills on the strategies students select to

perform assessr lent tasks is critical to the ,,ssment of scionce-relevant intellectual

skills. The "r:g lt" answer for the wrong reason may indicate far less learning than a

"wrong" answer obtained using more effective or advanced cognitive strategies. Verbal

protocols or cr nputerized records of students' efforts in problem solving may pi ove

fruitful avenues for further research in these areas.

addition to better measures of cognitive processes and a well-structured knowledge

base, more effort should be devoted to designing better measures of proficiency in

science-related laboratory and intellectual skills, including the appropriate use of

scientific equipment and the principles underlying the conduct of investigations.

Although hands-on assessment techniques have long been integral to assessing science in

Great Britain and have been explored in the United States (Blumberg et al., 1988;

Connecticut State Department of Education, 1986) and in other countries, some hands-

on tasks seem to isolate skills (much as decoding in reading) by sking students to

measure or observe particular phenomena out of mtext.

Research Area 4: Improving the reliability of science assessment measures. As the

procedures for assessing science learning become more rigorous and complex, the

measures will become increasingly sensitive to the contexts in which they are collected

and the ways in Which they are interpreted. For example, research should be conducted

about the effect of inclination on measures of science learning. There is a vital

distinction between having the ability to do something and having the desire to display

that ability on demand. It is possible that some students may be too shy to explain their

thinking to interviewers, and others may simply decide against engaging in difficult

assessment tasks if there is little apparent reason to do so.
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Finally, as the assessment measures become more varied and sophisticated and the

behaviors assessed mote subjective and complicated, research will need to establish

reliable methods fo evaluating observed or recorded student performance. As the

measures correspond more and more to valued outcomes for scien-.e education, those

interpreting students' responses to tasks will have to develop ways of decreasing

ambiguities in interpretation to the point of routinized agreement. Further, the results

of these evaluations, as well as the methods used to obtain them, will need to be

articulated in ways clearly understood by general education audiences.

Disseminating Research Results. The complete set of findings from this research

agenda must be disseminated to have any effect. If evidence for what matters in science

learning is weak and the crux of science education is too difficult to articulate, parents

and legislators will not care whether students know and can do science. And unless the

new theory-baseu type of assessment we advocate and the methods used to implement it

can be communicated to teachers, administrators, and textbook publishers in clear and

and compelling ways, it will never be widely recognized, and the improved assessment

procedures it yields will seldom be used.

Recommendation for Development: We recommend that cognizant
federal agencies, states, and test developers undertake the development
of assessment exercises and assessment strategies designed to probe the
various understandings, competencies, and dispositions that make up
the goals of elementary science education. The exercises need to
address performance competencies as well as paper-and-pencil
responses. open-ended tasks and questions, and evaluation of learning
over time and in groups. To accompany the exercises, careful protocols
for interpreting observed behaviors and responses must be developed.
Assessment strategies must be devised that address information needs
at different levels of aggregation and that incorporate informal as well
as formal means, as appropriate.
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The development of improved assessment exercises and strategies cannot await the

results of the research program. First, the need for better assessments is too great to

delay any longer, and second, the two sets of activities should be supported concurrently

so that they can inform each other. They must also proceed in concert with curriculum

development in elementary science so that assessment corresponds to the most

inn Native and effective curricula, and both curriculum development and assessment

need to draw on the ongoing research. Four development areas deserve special

emphasis: (1) creating performance tasks for individuals and groups and accompanying

protocols for rating performance; (2) creating assessment exercises, including some open-

ended situations, that provide sufficient time for sustained work, again accompanied by

effective rating protocols; (3) developing methods for teachers that would allow them to

document their students' progress in a systematic fashion; and (4) exploiting the

computer's potential for tracking students' thinking as they address science problems.

Development Area 1: Performance tasks and rating protocols. Experimental work has

been supported in this area to the extent that several states are examining the possibility

of including a few performance tasks in their state science assessments.. Specifically, the

National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) conducted a pilot project

(Blumberg et al., 1986) in which adaptations of the exercises developed in Great Britain

by the Assessment of Performance Unit (1984-1985) were tried Out with children in U.S.

schools. The experimental tasks included group activities administered to whole classes

and asked for open-ended, paper and pencil responses to problems posed in various

ways. There were also station activities where hands-on tasks required students to use

equipment or materials to investigate relationships and then answer open-ended

questions based on their findings. These tasks were administered to small groups of

students, with the students rotating from activity to activity, some computer-

administered. In addition, complete experiments were administered to individual

students, with the administrator posing questions, explaining the equipment, and using a

checklist to report how students used the equipment to conduct their experiments. After

students had completed their investigations, they discussed their findings with the

administrator. NAEP concluded after this experiment that "although managing
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equipment and training administrators requires ingenuity and painstaking effort,

conducting hands-on assessment is feasible and extremely worthwhile." A summary

description of this effort is available from NAEP (1987).

Several states, including California, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts, and New York,

are attempting to develop assessment exercises and strategies that will come closer than

can paper-and-pencil tests to probing some of the performance competencies included in

their curricular goals for elementary science. In Connecticut, the plan is to work toward

a comprehensive assessment strategy that includes sustained assessment tasks that

integrate knowledge and understanding with skills and dispositions. In connection with

its second state science assessment in 1984-1985, Connecticut conducted a pilot

administration of practical tasks involving 900 students. The additional cost per student

was $6.66 for administering the items by trained external test administrators and for

developing the scoring rubrics (Baron, 1988). Thus, performance tasks appear quite

feasible in large-scale assessments as well as for classroom use, provided an adequate

number of good tasks are available. This is not now so. Even the British exercises

mentioned above, which have been under development for some time, exhibit some

problems, particularly concerning their psychometric properties (personal

communication, Richard Shavelson, December 23, 1988). Thorough testing of

performance tasks is expensive, but necessary (Pine, 1988), and needs adequate funding.

Development Area 2: Assessment exercises involving open-ended situations and

sustained work. Almost all current test items, including most performance tasks,

prespecify the problem to be solved and set parameters for the solution(s). Obviously,

this does not mirror the way real problems in science present themselves; it does not

allow students to demonstrate what they might have learned about formulating a

researchable problem from a messy question devising alternative research approaches,

testing these out, and coming up with an approach that promises to yield useful

information. The opportunity to exhibit the integration of knowledge and skills needed

to address a science-related question where the problem, let alone the solution

approach, is not self-evident also requires that adequate time be allowed the student.
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We believe that the development of how to stage such open-ended situations for

purposes of instruction as well as assessment would greatly assist the classroom teacher

and support important goals in science education. Development would need to include

adequate descriptive material on how to set up the assessment situation, how to guide

students in their approach through appropriate coaching (when necessary), and how to

evaluate their progress and performance. Until a serious effort is undertaken to develop

and field-test these sorts of assessment exercises, it is hard to predict whether they will

be feasible in large-scale assessments. However, their classroom use alone would justify

the investment for the message they would send about the nature of science learning

and the model they would provide for good science instruction.

Development Area 3: Documentation of student progress. One of the most regrettable

aspects cf short-answer tests given at one point in the school year is that they cannot

reflect a student's long-term development of a science knowledge base and science-

related competencies; all these tests can do is to provide a snapshot of student

achievement. One solution is to give the same test at the beg;nning and end of

instruction (pre- and post-testing), as do some of the countries participating in the iEA

international assessments, so as to track the effects of instruction. This may show

progress on specific items (increasing the temptation to teach them in the case of high-

stakes tests). But even if the items have ecological validity (that is, mirror important

science learning goals), the retest is likely not to reflect the breadth of knowledge and

skills acquired in the interim in a good science classroom such as Ms. Lopez's.

During a recent conference on science assessment in elementary school (Lesley College,

Mass., November 4-6, 1988), the need to develop more systematic approaches to

documentation of studert progress v,,as highlighted by Edward Chittenden of Educational

Testing Service. Specifically, teachers need ways to document growth in students'

science thinking and in what students are able to do, growth that is not captured by

records of their written work and their test scores but by their discussions (Chittenden,

1988), their behaviors as they tackle laboratory tasks and science problems, their

questioning, and their monitoring of their own and the peers' work. None of these
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important science-related behaviors leave recordable tracks unless systematic efforts are

made to document them. Pfototypes for developing such documentation need to be

created based on research evidence of what behaviors it is important to track in order to
assess progress in science learning. When reliable documentation methods have been

created, related training materials will have to be developed for use in preservice and in-

service education to ensure that teachers use these methods appropriately. Again, a

triple benefit would accrue: a message about what matters in science learning, good

models for instruction, and much enriched information for assessing student learning.

Development Area 4: Computer-based assessment. Computers have the unique

capability of recording people at work on all sorts of mental tasks. Because they log

every response and can, if so programmed, adjust the task and provide prompts

(coaching) responsive to an individual's step-by-step performance, computers are a

potentially powerful assessment tool. So far, both research and development on

computer use in science learning -- leaving aside recording of laboratory data and

computational uses have focused on creating instructional modules: simulations of

physical phenomena and sites ;naccessihle to the classroom, microworlds that model

idealized or simplified environments, intelligent tutoring systems that employ coaching

paradigms to teach specific knowledge and skills. (For a listing of examples, see a

recent report by the Office of Technology Assessment, 1988.) As student access to

computers continues to increase (Becker, 1986), the possibility of incorporating such

modules into science instruction becomes real. Adaptation for use in assessments seems

entirely feasible, for use by the classroom teacher and for larger-scale testing. Although

verbal protocols gibe some insights into children's thinking in science (see, for example,

Chittenden, 1988; Driver et al., 1985), the computer can provide much more extensive

records uncolored by a human observer's interpretation though the repertoire of student

responses that a computer can accept and react to is likely to be more constrained.

Computer records of student work, if appropriate means for analysis are developed,

could serve as an important database for evaluating students' progress in

developing scientific thinking and reasoning skills. The records would also provide a
superb resource for further research on how individuals structure science knowledge and
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bring it to bear on science-related problems.

Quality Control and Dissemination. As with research, it is critically important that the

results of the efforts to develop improved assessment exercises and strategies be

disseminated, and disseminated appropriately. Appropriate dissemination entails not

only making materials widely available but also evaluating their quality before

recommending their use and advising on effective and feasible assessment strategies for

given contexts and levels of aggregation.

Recommendation for Quality Control and National Dissemination: We
recommend establishment of a center or net, .)rk of centers, to collect
promising examples of innovative exercises and strategies for assessing student
progress in science learninguati their Quality and feasibility, and making
them available to agencies designing large-scale assessments as well as to
intermediaries assisting schools and teachers to devise improved teacher-
controlled assessments.

The proposed center, or centers, could be based on existing centers with a related

mission (for example, the National Science Resources Center) and be located at

universities, as adjuncts to state departments of education, or in private research

institutions. We see the center(s) serving as a centralized set of resources and clearing

houses allowing people charged with assessing science learning to survey and obtain the

very best available assessment materials as well as guidance on appropriate assessment

strategies. Besides the collection of assessment exercises, quality control, and

dissemination, the functions to be carried out would include designing appropriate

combinations of exercises for particular purposes and contexts. This national-level

resource, whether one center or several, is seen as being able to relate to many

intermediate agencies that exist specifically to serve local needs but not directly to

teachers and schools.

Our three recommerdations for research, development, and dissemination and quality

control mirror a recommendation made by the National Academy of Sciences (Murnane

and Raizen, 1988:65):
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that a research and development center be established to
provide for the efficient production, evaluation, and
distribution of assessment materials for use as indicaiors of
student learning at district, state, and national levels and
for use by teachers in instruction and assessment.

We believe, however, that talented researchers and developers interested in improving

the assessment of science learning are to be found in many locations and that programs

to fund this difficult but important work should encourage their widest possible

participation, with due regard to the critical mass of resources needed for any one

project or activity. On the other hand, quality control and dissemination cannot be left

to the vagaries of voluntary involvement. Because they are generally considered less

enticing as an intellectual activity than research and development, they are often

neglected. Deliberate investments must be made and means designed for ensuring that

the products of research and development are effectively used to improve the

assessments used by teachers and the assessments desigm:d for broader monitoring and

policy purposes.

Our panel urges that the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of
Education, and private foundations establish programs of research and
development in the assessment of science learning and consider how a quality
control and clearinghouse function might best be established to ensure use of
best available exercises and strategies so as to improve current assessment
practices. We estimate that an investment will be needed of at least $5 million
per year over the next five years for research, an additional amount of at least $5
million per year for development, and an initial yearly investment of $1 million
for the quality control and clearinghouse function, the latter to grow as more
assessment exercises and strategies are developed.
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Decentralized Functions

It is our view that this type of national effort must be accompanied by parallel local

efforts. At this level, however, improvement strategies cannot concentrate solely on

assessment. The contrast with national-level efforts is striking: Because t: ere is now

recognition of the need for improved science curricula and teacher development and

considerable investment in these areas through NSF, EESA Title II, and private

foundations, it is important -- without diminution of the already ongoing programs -- to

direct attention to the assessment area, which has been severely neglected and which so

critically influences the other two. At the local level, however, means for having direct

impact on science learning in most of th ation's elementary classrooms are sadly

missing in all areas -- curriculum, teaching, and assessment -- and all three are in dire

need of improvement. Hence, we see the need for mechanisms that will serve schools

and teachers to improve science education in all respects, with better assessment

practices as an important concomitant.

Recommendation for Local Dissemination: We recommend a dissemination
system for science education that will put in the hands of teachers the very best
science curricula currently available, assist them in designing and using
appropriate assessment strategies, and provide opportunities and materials for
needed staff development.

A goal of our Center is to synthesize research and exemplary materials that illustrate the

many dimensions of effective science education and make that idormation accessible to

educators and noneducators alike. However, the Center's dissemination function is

largely limited to production of print materials and some interactions with professional

organizations in order to devise cooperative ways of reaching all the audiences

interested in science education. Yet, print alone will not suffice, as anyone knows who

has studied and understands how improvements spread and are institutionalized in

education systems (Berman and McLaughlin, 1975-78; Havelock and Lingwood, 1973;

Human Interaction Research Institute, 1976; Rogers, 1962; Yin et al., 1976).
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A Dissemination System. The magnitude of the task of reaching all those with
some responsibility for improving science education calls for a distinct and
unique dissemination system. The goal of such :4 system is ultimately to change
the science instruction received by children. To achieve this goal, many people
need to be reached, ranging from federal agencies and other national bodies, to,
higher education and school district organizations, to classroom teachers.

The functions of an effective dissemination system arc:

Packaging of information and mzlerials, recommendations, and m-niels
of science teaching and learning that emanate from research,
development, and special groups created to address problems in science
education, for example, drawing on the new curriculum development
work, the National Science Resources Center (1988), the exemplary
programs identified by the National Science Teachers Association, and
the work of the proposed resource and clearinghouse in assessment

Formulation of the most appropriate delivery strategies. for example,
training for teachers or administrators Or a combination, training for
other school or district staff, awareness sessions for parents and school
boards, manuals for teachers and vrincipals, policy briefs for school
superintendents and for local and state legislators

Identification and/or development of delivery systems, for example,
existing or needed organizations, agencies, networks, and interaction
with them or among them

Coordination and Ongoing support of delivery, with quality control that
ensures soundness of and equitable access to information, materials,
and services

Provision of channels for informing policymakers, researchers,
developers, and others concerned with improving science education of
needs in the classroom as experienced by teachers and local
administrators

We suggest helms one possible design for a dissemination system responsie to these

functions. This dissemination system design has se%,eral features. First and foremost, is
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is based on research that shows that effectis dissemination promotes meaningful

changes in practice when it provides a sufficiently high level of af;siso.nce in an

environment where support and clear expectations create pressure .or change (Crandall

& Loucks, 1983). A dissemination system must develop the capability of people at

several levels through staff development and ongoing support while it u orks to create a

context in schools, districts, and states where there are incenti.,.s, esources, and clear

direction.

A second feature of any good dissemination system design should be that no part of it is

meant to displace or replicate the work already being done by others. Instead, it should

enhance their work :Ind piggy -hack on their efforts. Related to th'i is the notion that

every function of the dissemination system listed above should be addressed through

multiple channels and should serve multiple constituencies. Although this may lead to

complexities in understanding the system and difficulties in drawing clean organizational

charts, it ensures access. (Because such a multiple system may also lead to dilution of

quality, we have suggested that quality control be a centralized function in the case of

assessment exercises and strategies.)

Finally, a system designed in this way requires coordination and ongoin, ,upport in the

form of infusion of new materials, ideas, and strategies deriving from all levels of the

educational system, as well as problem-solving assistance. This coordination function

also entails mechanisms to ensure the quality of the, system's work, including equal

access of all populations to the services being provided, with regular assessment of

operations and impact.

Figure 2 illustrates the structure of our design for a dissemination system. At its hub is

a National Assistance Center for Science Education. This center (or configuration of

centers) could be an expanded version of the assessment quality control and

clearinghouse center(s) recommended above but also encompass curriculum and

instruction, teacher development and enhancement, and improvement of the school

context for science learning. Alternatively, the Assistance Cente,-(s) would work closely
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with the Assessment Center(s), as it would with curriculum and teacher education

groups. The Assistance Center(s) ,,ould have primary responsibility for seeing that the

functions of the dissemination systei. described above are carried our effectively, with

the framework of its work coming from the National Center for Improving Science

Education. Assistance Center staff would solicit and evaluate input from other research

and development organizations as well as individuals and special study groups. They

would work directly with policy organizations to disseminate to policy audiences, with

particular emphasis on the kinds of policies that would provide the direction and support

needed to spark improvements in science education.

The system for reaching the practice community is somewhat more complex because of

the "multiple access" design. A steering group might represent the primary service

providers the regional laboratories, professional associations, colleges and universities,

state agencies and their intermediaries, and science teacher centers that directly serve

local school districts. The function of this steering group would he to advise on

packaging of exemplary materials that is effective for the multiple audiences, help

formulate appropriate delivery strategies, and identify and link to existing delivery

structures. Assistance Center staff then would work with both individual organizations

and clusters of organizations identified by the group, helping them incorporate new

materials and strategies to better meet the needs and broaden the base of their

constituents. Center staff also would solicit input on special needs and on promising

practices emanating from the classroom to feed back to research, development, and

policy groups.

This general scheme needs elaboration in the case of assessment of science !earning.

The multiple agencies already in place to assist teachers and local educators would be

expected to work closely with them in improving classroom assessment carried Out for

instructional purposes. They would be expected to a't as effective intermediaries

between the Assessment (and/or Assistance) Center's bank of assessment exercises and

a ,essment strategies and the needs of particular schools and classroom teachers. They

would serve the in-service and staff development needs at the local level tt, ensure that
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teachers possess the requisite skills to select and administer appropriate exercises and a

variety of assessment techn:ques to probe the full range of science education objectives,

and that they are able to interpret results accurately. In addition, these service agencies

should have the resources and expertise to bring students to centralized locations in

order to have them work on hands-on tasks, computer simulations, and other sorts of

exercises not practicable in a particular school or classroom.

Unfortunately, except for professional organizations and college science faculty, few of

the existing channels and agencies designed to assist teachers and local educators have

expertise in science; fewer still know much about alternative assessment approaches.

One obvious set of resources to be built on are the existing science materials and

teacher centers, where assessment components could be built in with relative ease. Such

science-based intermediary institutions have a record of maintaining excellent science

programs (Penick, 1983; National Sciences Resources Center, 1986), and they operate

successfully set up in large or small school districts, rural or inner city (Anchorage,

Alaska; Mesa, Arizona; Schaumburg, Illinois; Fairfax County, Virginia; Seattle,

Washington; Milwaukee, Wisconsin), or serving a whole region within a state

(Spencerport, New York; Portland, Oregon). But unfortunately, most school districts do

not have that sort of science program support available; therefore, effort and resources

will have to be invested to build capacity for both science education and assessment in

other existing service agencies and institutions.

The dissemination scheme we suggest is not the only feasible one, nor possibly even

optimal. Our purpose here is to outline some necessary chary ristics of an effective

dissemination system, based on research and experience with the regional laboratories;

the National Diffusion Network; assistance agencies within states, including science

centers; university extension services, and such independent agencies as the Educational

Products Information Exchange (EPIE). The ultimate aim is to utilize the resources

being developed at the national level to enable teachers, schools, and districts to select,

design, and appropriately use assessment exercises and strategies that are consonant with

their curricula and probe across all the science learning outcomes they value. An
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important concomitant is that the constituent service agencies and organizations be

actively involved in the design of needed teacher preparation and staff development to

foster use of innovative assessment materials at the classroom level.

Recommendation to Design a Dissemination System: We recommend
that the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of
Education establish a study panel to identify how current dissemination
resources designed to improve education need to be enhanced and
built on to provide effective services to teachers and local school
administrators in improving science curricula and instruction,
assessment of science learning, and staff development to build science
teaching competencies.

The study panel should complete its work in 18 months. Because dissemination
is always more costly than research and development, often by a factor of 10, we
anticipate that investment for dissemination and assistance services eventually
should be budgeted at a minimum of $100-$200 million a year (e.g., through
focused use of monies available through Title II of t.__ EESA). Most of this
investment should be targeted for service to schools serving at-risk populations.

A Special Project

It will take several years to develop an effective dissemination, logistics support, and

staff development system based on research and exemplary practice in science education.

Meanwhile, some immediate steps could be taken to improve assessment jf science

learning in the classroom. Specifically, evidence indicates that an important influence on

the quality of science education is the textbook and the text-embedded quizzes and test

exercises. Surveys of the practices -,e elementary school teachers have shown that they

use these quizzes and problem sets fairly extensively to assess their students'

achievement. For this reason, we suggest that a special project be funded to address the

guar r of these materials.

Recommendation for a Special Study: We recommend that a systematic study
of the quality of curriculum-embedded science tests be undertaken, and that the
results be ucr d as the basis for a conference with textbook publishers and state
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and local assessment experts to encourage improvement of these text-related
assessment materials.

The conference's aim would be to encourage textbook publishers to develop and include

in their texts problem sets and test questions more consonant with the range of

curricular goals that states and districts have enunciated for science education rather

than concentrating on memorization and rote problem solving. This could provide

immediate help to teachers in evaluating their students' science learning and would

move assessment in the service of instruction forward while more comprehensive

approaches are being developed. The estimated cost for the study and conference is

$200,000 over 18 months.

Local Initiatives

Thus far, we have addressed the four improvement goals set out at the beginning of this

chapter through recommendations for national, regional, or state initiatives. Since

meeting these goals does not come cheaply, it is all the more important that energy and

effort for reform also be harnessed at the local level. Schools and districts themselves,

working in partnership with universities and other available expertise, need to develop

examples of assessment that support their improvement efforts in elementary science

education examples that will meet at least some of the criteria provided in Chapter III.

At the same time, they must educate parents, school boards, and the local community to

understand the severe limitations of the ubiquitous multiple-choice tests for assessing

student learning and competencies in science and gf-t these audiences to value and even

demand "authentic" assessments, to borrow Archbald and Newmann's (1988) word.

As schools and districts themselves become convinced that assessments can be created

that will support rather than inhibit their reform goals in elementary science education,

they can carry this message to the state and national levels and demand more

ecologically valid tests in science. Local development and experience with assessments

of performance tasks, documentation of students' work, and recoi LIN of systematic

teacher observations can feed into national research and development efforts in
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assessment, inform state assessments, and provide valuable material for the

dissemination system we have recommended.

Throughout this report, we have proposed reforms to make both teacher-controlled and

externally mandated assessments support rather than inhibit excellence in elemental)/

science programs. Unfortunately, these reforms will not be easy to bring about. Local

effort and experience is as important as national support and leadership. Success will

come only if interested and committed individuals at all levels of the system take up the

challenge; persist in the effort that will be needed; and share their energy, inventiveness,

and expertise so as to create assessments of science learning that will adequately reflect

the goals of elementary science education.
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APPENDIX

(From the Center's Report: Science and Technology Education
for the Elementary Years: Frameworks for Curriculum and

Instruction)

FUNDAMENTAL ORGANIZING CONCEPTS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

A paradox arises when schools try to prepare students for the future. Most educators

are convinced of two cquall-y valid but contradictory ideas; the world is changing at an

accelerating pace, and there are fundamental, enduring concepts for organizing thinking

about the world.

The trite saying, "the only constant in modern life is change" is a poor description

because change itself is occurring at faster rates and ir. different directions. If this is

true, then what should be taught in elementary school science that will have lasting

value to students? What will help them understand and adjust to change? Are there

explanatory concepts that are so fundamental and powetui that they will always be valid

and useful? We think there are some. There are fundamentz'i organizing concepts in

science that all students, by the time they finish sixth grade, should incorporate in the

way they think about and engage their world. These concepts are valuable because

they are applicable to both science and technology,

they have applications beyond science and technology,

they accommodate different developmental levels,

they apply to the personal lives of children, and,

they are powerful explanatory concepts.

Ormizatioror orderliness)

Ideas and descriptions about the world can be organized in different ways including

hierarchies, simple-to-complex arrays, and symmetry. Objects in nature or the classroom

can be assembled into groups showing hierarchies, such as atoms, molecule . mineral

grains, rocks, strata, hills, mountains, and planets. St. me organisms contain hierarcnies

in themselves like the trunk, branches, twigs, stems, and leaves of trees or the

hierarchies within social systems, such as transportation or communication.
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Varieties of organisms from single-celled amoeba, to sponges, to corals, and so on, can

illustrate simple-to-r,:omxilex arrays. Technology provides examples of increasingly

complex objects that serve similar purposes. As an illustration, people slide down hills

in the winter using sheets of plastic, or they use toboggans, sleds, or aerodynamic

bobsleds. Ile objects are increasingly sophisticated, but all are designed to carry

passengers on a thrilling downhill ride.

Objects can be described according to common elements of symmetry and polarity: they

possess top and bottom, front and hack; and in many cases, shapes are repeated when

the objects or organisms are turned or inverted.
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TABLE 1

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR ORGANIZATION

PRIMARY (K -3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Sorting objects (e.g., objects
that sink and objects that
float)

Ordering events (e.g.,
identifying the order of
planting a seed, sprouting,
adult plant, flower, and
fruit)

Classifying objects and
organisms

Identifying groups of similar
animals (e.g., mammals,
reptiles, insects)

Identifying groups of similar
plants (e.g., beans, grass,
roses)

Developing a simple scheme
for classifying objects or
organisms (e.g. animals
typically found in certain
environments)

Classifying objects and
organisms from simple to
complex

Identifying solids, liquids,
and gases (e.g. water as ice,
water, and vapor)

Identifying groups of fbjects
that have been designed or
constructed by humans

Identifying levels of organization,
such as atoms; molecules; cell-tissue-
organs; earth-solar system; stars-
galaxies; and organism, population,
r)mmunity, ecosystem

Describing the component parts of
natural and technological systems

Specifying the hierarchial relationship
among parts of natural and
technological systems

Describing the constituents of rocks

Recognizing patterns of leaves

Identifying geometric shapes

Describing symmetry of objects and
organisms

Dismantling and reassembling a
simple machine

Recognizing organization within and
among the atmosphere, hydrosphere,
lithosphere, and celestial sphere
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Cause and Effect

Nature behaves in ways that are predictable. Searching for causes and explanations is

the major activity of science; effects cannot happen without causes. A common error

arises when individuals assume that events that occur simultaneously or sequentially

have a cause-and-effect relationship. For example, the rotation of the planets and a

death in one's family, or a pregnant woman's sighting of a rabbit and the birth of a child

with cleft lip may happen simultaneously, but there is not causal interrelationship. Some

events require multiple causes, iat is, several things must happen to cause an effect.

Classic activities with seed growing can illustrate cause and effect concepts. For beans

to be healthy, seeds need water, light, and warmth; well-organized experiments pan show

the effect of varying each of these three parameters.

Cub Scouts discover that streamlining, carefully aligned axles, and good lubrication all

help to make a pinewood derby car run faster. They also discover that if too much

wood is carved -jff the car bod} when attempting to make it streamlined, weight must be

added to keep it heavy. There are optimum conditions for optimum performance.



TABLE 2

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR CAUSE AND EFFECT

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Describing health risks (e.g.,
riding a bicycle, crossing
streets)

Identifying changes, e.g.,
heating/cooling, movi.ig /not
moving

Describing simple
technologies (e.g., scissors,
paper clips, pencils)

Using everyday examples to
describe cause and e' yet
(e.g., lights, water,
temperatw e)

Predicting a sequence of
events for natural
phenomena and
tecnnological objects

Describing interactions
between objects ;ma
organisms (e.g., eating is
related to growth and
devel6pment)

Identifying the effects of poor
nutrition

Describing cause and effect in simple
activities such as growing seeds

Describing the effects of various
substances on objects and or ;sms

Designing simple machines that
achieve a desired effect

Describing natural phenomena in
terms of cause and effect (e.g.,
weather, erosion)

Differentiating between correlatio.1
and cause and effect

Giving evidence for interactions
between and among simple systems



Systems

Systems consist of matter, energy, and information that move about from reservoir to

reservoir through carefully delimited pathways. The amount of matter, energy,

information in reservoirs, and the rate of transfer through pathways varies ever time.

Systems are understood by tracking changes an-.I drawing boundaries around the

constituent parts.

One of the best known natural system.; is the hydrologic cycle. Water in solid, liquid,

and gaseous phases moves about the earth's surface sometimes residing in the

atmosphere, sometimes in living tissue, and sometimes in streams, takes, groundwater,

and oceans. Being able to observe and measure this system Irlps us understand

weather, water supply, and pollution.

In the classroom, an aquarium might serve as a system. To make it a balanced

aquarium, the plants have 0 use fish waste products to provide enough oxygen and food

for the fish to survive. Of course, the plants also depend on a light source for

photosynthesis. Balancing the aquarium requires some knowledge about the matter and

energy present and how it follows pathways from plants to water to animals.

i,4_ost technology can be seen as systems. A common example is the furnace and

thermostat. This system is cybernetic; that is, information is related and acted upon

within the system in a stabilizing way. A properly tuned heating system keeps room

temperatures from fluctuating more than a few degrees from the set point.

,....
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TABLE 3

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR SYSTEMS

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Describing whole systems,
such as toys and simple
machines

Exploring a simple natural
system

Constructing a simple
technological device

Taking apart simple machines

Describing the school's transportation
system

Differentiating systems and
subsystems

Applying the concept of systems to
different objects, events, and
organisms (e.g.. humans, earth,
electrical)

Describing the characteristics of
different natural and technological
systems, (i.e., the boundaries,
components, feedback, resources)

Identifying matter and energy as
essential to systems



Scale

Scale refers to quantity in both a relative and an absolute sense. Thermometers, rulers,

and weighing devices help students ti see precisely that matter and energy vary in

quantity. Notions of scale in an absolute sense are important because in the physical

and biological world certain phenomena happen only within fixed limits of size.

For instance, in biology, water striders are superbly scaled; they are able to run across a

puddle suspended by the surface tension of water. If water striders were much larger,

they would sink; if they were much smaller and became wet, they would not be able to

break away from the clinging water. Full-term newborn babies are not healthy if they

are very large or very small. There is an ideal size range for healthy babies.

In technology, scale is important to efficient operation. Buses may only get 5 or 6 miles

per gallon, but they can carry 40 or 50 passengers, thus making them far more fuel

efficient than passenger cars. However, technological devices must also account for

human scale. The bus driver's seat must be designed to accommodate tall, medium, and

short drivers.



TABLE 4

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR SCALE

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Drawing simple objects in
actual size and comparing
the drawing to scale pictures

Recognizing the differences
in children and adults

Knowing that some objects,
such as doll houses and toy
trucks are scale models of
real objects

Designing a model of a
simple object or organism

Defining big/little, near/far,
short/long

Stating different scales of time, space,
and matter

Mapping a small area

Describing the magnification on a
microscope in terms of scale

Making a solar system to scale for
both size of plan?.ts and distance

Estimating the size of an object

Computing the scale of geologic time
and astronomic distance

Designing a machine and then
building the machine

- ,, ,-
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Models

To make sense of th,.. world around tnem, human beings create models or metzinhors

that show the ec,entiai character of the phenomena that interest them. Furthermore,

the models may be conceptual (consisting of word descriptions or drawings),

mathematical k consisting of e4uations or other formal representation0; or physical

(consisting of real objects that possess some of the characteristics of the real thing).

The solar system is often modeled in the classroom by describing the planets as huge

balls moving about an even larger sun. Such a model solar system is usually to scale for

both size of planets and distance between planets. A mathematical model of the solar

system might include the shape of a planet's orbit as being elliptical. And finally, a

physical model of the solar system might consist of a series of scale-sized balls pla...ed at

appropriate distances throughout the room or hallway.

Models often serve as prototypes in technology and in that case may he full-sized

representations of the final product. Models usually possess only some of the

characteristics of the real thing. Children readily understand that most toys are models

that look like real objects, such as cars, airplanes, babies, and animals, but do not

possess all the attributes of those objects.

Models can he used to test the workings of technology without costly investments in full-

scale objects. Small boats and airplanes are tested in tanks and vs,;nd tunnels before

their full- .sized counterparts are built. In this way, many design experiments :an he

tested ineApensively to find optimum results.



TABLE 5

TEACHING EX' MALES
FOR MODEL_.5

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Recognizing numbers as
representations of objects or
organisms
Describing the differences
between a toy car and a real
car

Providing a picture of a car
or person

Identifying models that are
bigger than, smaller than, or
the same size as the real
object or organism and
explaining why each is useful

Constructing a simple graph

Representing graphically a
relationship such as color and
wavelength

Differentiating between a model and
reality

Constructing models of linear and
exponential growth
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Change

Change is continuing and ubiquitous in the natural world. Some objects or organisms

(species) seem unchanging, but that is a function of humans' inability to perceive the

rate or scale of change. For example, mountains erode and species evolve, but the time

required to recognize substantial change is quite long. Changes in the size and structure

of the univerbe are too large for human beings to observe and to measure directly, and

mutations in genetic material are hidden unless they affect observable characteristics.

Change in the natural world generally tends toward disorgai-zation unless energy is put

back into the system. For example, a child's well. organized bedroom will tend toward

clutter (a mess) unless energy is expended to keep the room organized. Similarly, a

bicycle will tend toward disrepair and wear out unless energy is expended to maintain it.

Some change is cyclical; that is, the direction of the change is reversed. Diurnal cycles,

lunar cycles, seasonal cycles, and menstrual cycles are examples. Some change is one-

directional; physical growth and ir:ellectual devt..lopment, puberty, and menopause for
example.

The rate of change can vary. For example, although all (normal) sixth graders will

ultimtely progress through ':ie same developmental stages, not all of them \Ain reach

the same developmental landmarks at the same time.

Technology changLs as new problems arise and as new solutions supplagt old.

Historically, many technolog;es have become more complex and have changed from

functional adaptation to convenient utilization.
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TABLE 6

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR CHANGE

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Identifying the different
seasons by their attrib;aes

Observing and describing
immediate changes

Observing delayed ,:hanges

Observing personal changes
in a day, week, year

Identifying different types
and rates of change

Describing growth of
organisms

Identifying indications of
seasonal change during a
nature walk

Naming the stages of development

Observing and describing the
properties of water, as in solid to
liquid to gas

Observing and recording the phases
of the moon

Identifying the changes in an
ecosystem

Investigating different life cycles

Estimating the rate and direction of
simple changes in physical systems

Differentiating between linear and
exponential growth

Recognizing the limits of change in
simple systems



Structure and function

There is a relationship between the way organisms and objects look (feel, smell, sound,

taste) and the actions they perform. The structure of leaves, for example, is related to

their functions of energy production and transpiration. Scent glands in skunks are

related to protection. All automobiles have a similar shape because engineers know that

.his shape improves the ability of an automobile to move down the highway efficiently.

Similarly, round, inflatable tires on a bicycle are conducive to the bicycle's function.

More specifically, light-weight tires are designed for racing and kncbby tires are better

for all-terrain bikes where traction is important.

In the biological world, both structure and function are results of cumulative natural

selection, tine major mechanism of organic ev,)lution. The relationship is not a function

of purposeful design, nor does it occur by accident (unless one considel3 the accidental

nature of mutation, which is the ultimate source of all variations that may have adaptive

function).

The structure/function relationship also appears in artifacts. Archaeologists explain

artifacts by determining the functions of various shapes and forms found. For example,

small arrowheads were used for hunting birds, large spear heads were used for larger

animals, Some stones look and feel like scrapers or hammers and most certainly must

have been used for those purposes. The congruence between structure and function in

the designed world (technology) is purposeful. Furthermore, the congruence can be

refined by -xperimentation.



TABLE 7

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing the structure of
an animal and its
relationship to function

Describing the function of a
simple system (e.g., roof
shape for shedding rain and
snow)

Designing a common object,
such as a plate, bowl, spoon,
or fork

Examining simple plants and
describing the parts and
functions

Describing a bicycle in terms
of structure and function

Building a structure from
simple materials

Designing a plant or animal

Inventing a simple device for
measuring wind velocity

Interpreting antique objects

Interpreting animal tracks

Recognizing the relationship of
structure and function in humans,
buildings, environments

Describing the functions of human
body parts

Describing the structure and function
of tools

Recognizing the abiotic and biotic
structures of an ecosystem



Discontinuous and Continuous Properties (Variations)

All organisms and objects have distinctive properties. Variation is a universal

characteristic of the natural world. Some properties are so distinctive that no continuum

connects them. Examples of such discontinuous properties are living/nonliving and

saltiness/sweetness.

Most properties in the natural world vary continuously; that is, there is no clear

demarcation that distinguishes the variation in a population or the properties of objects.

The colors of the spectrum, for example, constitute a continuum. Night and day, height,

weight, resistance to infection, and intelligence are all continuous properties.

Discontinuous variation lends itself to classification of objects by type; this kind of

classification emphasizes general properties rather than specific characters. Continuous

variation, on the other hand, makes typological classification difficult, because it

(continuous variation) emphasizes finely graded, individual distinction, as well as unity of

pattern. An understanding of continuous variation is the basis of triinking about

populations and is essential to an understanding of organic evolution :Ind the statistical

nature of the world.
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TABLE 8

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR DISCONTINUOUS AND CONTINUOUS PROPE :TIES

(VARIATIONS)

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing different tones of
colors (e.g., variations of
blue)

Listening to different sounds

Differentiating living and
non-living

Exploring the properties of
objects that sink and float

Developing a growth chart
over time

Investigating the changes and
continuity in properties in a life cycle

Recognizing the continuous
properties of color in a spectrum

Analyzing a graph of height in class-
contrast with histogram of boys and
girls

Sampling height of individuals over
time

Differentiating between day and night

Describing the on-off switch as a
discontinuous \ ariable
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Diversty

Diversity is perhaps the most obvious characteristic of the natural world. Not only are

there many different types of objects and organisms bit there also is considerable

variation within those objects and organisms.

As scientific understanding of the natural world has improved, humans have come to see

that maintenance of diversity is important to natural systems. For example, trees, roc,,s,

and people all play important parts in the ecological balance of a tropical rain forest.

Should one component be eliminated, the entire rain forest is likely to suffer.

Technology proposes diverse solutions to problems of human adaptation to the

environment. Snowshoes, cross country skis, and snowmobiles are diverse solutions to

the problem of moving people acros, the snow. Such issues as economics, efficiency,

and esthetics will help determine which solution is best.

Diversity also is evident in human values and ideas. This diversity influences the

problems individuals and societies choose to address.
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TABLE 9

TEACHING EXAMPLES
FOR DIVT.',RSITY

PRIMARY (K-3)
INTERMEDIATE (4-6)

Observing objects and
developing a simple
classification scheme

Observing different types of
objects and organisms

Identifying the differences in
pets

Observing and describing
the differences among
students in class

Listing the natural objects
and organisms on the school
grounds

Listing the constructed
objects on the school
grounds

Collecting organisms or
objects

Observing the differences
among leaves

Analyzing height and weight
distribution among class members

Identifying the range of similar ro:ks,
animals, or plants

Studying a simple ecosystem to
identify the di. ersity of organisms

Describing the components of similar
physical systems such as airline and
automobile travel

Observing the variations within one
type of leaf

Developing a life list of birds

Making a collection of minerals and
rocks
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